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1. Introduction
1.1. Preface
Coulomb-blockade oscillations of the conductance are a manifestation of single-
electron tunneling through a System of two tunnel junctions in series (see Fig. 1) [l]-[5].
The conductance oscillations occur äs the voltage on a nearby gate electrode is varied.
This setup is the SET transistor described in See. 6 of Chap. 2. The number N of con-
duction electrons on an Island (or dot) between two tunnel barriers is an integer, so that
the charge Q — —Ne on the island can only change by discrete amounts e. In contrast,
the electrostatic potential difference of island and leads changes continuously äs the elec-
trostatic potential <£ext due to the gate is varied. This gives rise to a net charge imbalance
C4>ext — Ne between the island and the leads, which oscillates in a saw-tooth pattern with
gate voltage (C is the mutual capacitance of island and leads). Tunneling is blocked at
low tempcratures, except near the degeneracy points of the saw-tooth, where the charge
imbalance jumps from +e/2 to —e/2. At these points the Coulomb blockade of tun-
neling is lifted and the conductance exhibits a peak. In metals treated in the previous
chapters, these "Coulomb-blockade oscillations" are essentially a classical phenomenon
[6, 7]. Because the energy level Separation AE in the island is much smaller than the
thermal energy fcBT, the energy spectrum may be treated äs a continuum. Furthermore,
provided that the tunnel resistance is large compared to the resistance quantum h/e2,
the number Λ^ of electrons on the island may be treated äs a sharply defined classical
variable.
Coulomb-blockade oscillations can now also be studied in semiconductor nanostruc-
tures, which have a discrete energy spectrum. Semiconductoi nanostructures are fabri-
cated by lateral confinemcnt of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in Si-inversion
layers, or in GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures. At low tempeiatures, the conduction elec-
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic Illustration of a confined region (dot) which is weakly coupled by tunnel
barriers to two leads. (b) Because thc Charge Q = — Ne on the dot can only change by multiples of
the elementary charge e, a charge imbalance Q + €φ
α
^ι arises between the dot and the leads. This
charge imbalance oscillates in a saw-tooth pattern äs the electrostatic potential </>ext is varied (^ext is
proportional to the gate voltage). (c) Tunneling is possible only near the charge-degeneracy points
of the saw-tooth, so that the conductance G exhibits oscillations. These are the "Coulomb-blockade
oscillations".
trons in these Systems move over large distances (many μπι) without being scattered
inelastically, so that phase coherence is maintained. Residual elastic scattering by impu-
rities or off the electrostatically defined sample boundaries does not destroy this phase
coherence. The Fermi wavelength λρ ~ 50 nm in these Systems is comparable to the
size of the smallest structures that can now be made using electron-beam lithography.
This has led to the discovery of a variety of quantum size effects in the ballistic trans-
port regime. These effects may be adequately understood without considering electron-
electron interactions [8].
The first type of semiconductor nanostructure found to exhibit Coulomb-blockade
oscillations is a narrow disordered wire, defined by a split-gate technique [9]-[14]. As
shown in Fig. 2a, such a quantum wire may break up into disconnected Segments if it
is close to pinch-off. Conduction at low temperatures proceeds by tunneling through
the barriers delimiting a segment, which plays the role of the central Island in Fig. 1.
The dominant oscillations in a wire typically have a well-defined periodicity, indicating
that a single segment limits the conductance. Nevertheless, the presence of additional
Segments may give rise to multiple periodicities and to beating effects.
The second type of nanostructure exhibiting Coulomb-blockade oscillations is a small
artificially confined region in a 2DEG (a quantum dot), connected by tunnel barriers ei-
ther to narrow leads (Fig. 2b) [15, 16], or to wide electron reservoirs (Fig. 2c) [17].
The distinction between these two types of nanostructures is not fundamental, since a
segment of a quantum wire delimited by two particularly streng scattering centers can
be seen äs a naturally formed quantum dot. Both types of structure are of interest:
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Figure 2. Schematic top-view of three seraiconductor nanostructures exhibiting Coulomb-blockade
oscillations. Hatched regions denotc gates, electron gas regions are shaded. Dashed lines indicate
tunneling paths. (a) Disordered quantum wire with a single conductance limiting segment. (b) Quantum
dot in a narrow channel. (c) Quantum dot betwccn wide regions with separate sets of gates to modulate
the tunncl barriers, and to vary the external potcntial of the dot.
Whereas artificially defined quantum dots are more suited to a study of the effect un-
der relatively well-controlled conditions, the significance of the phenomenon of periodic
conductance oscillations in disordered quantum wires lies in its bearing on the general
Problem of transport in disordered Systems. It contradicts the presumed ubiquity of
random conductance fluctuations in mesoscopic Systems, and directly demonstrates the
predominant role of electrostatic interactions in a disordered conductor [18].
In a typical experiment, the segment of the wire, or the quantum dot, contains N ~
100 electrons, with an average energy level Separation Δ .Ε ~ 0.2 meV. At temperatures
below a few Kelvin, the level spacing Δ.Ε exceeds the thermal energy k^T, so that
transport through the quantum dot proceeds by resonant tunneling. Resonant tunneling
can by itself also lead to conductance oscillations äs a function of gate voltage or Fermi
energy. The interplay of resonant tunneling and the Coulomb blockade occurs when
ΔΕ and the charging energy e1 /C are of comparable magnitude (which is the case
experimentally, where e1 /C ~ l meV). This chapter reviews our current understanding
of this interplay in semiconductor nanostructures. After a brief introduction to the
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properties of a 2DEG (based on Ref. [8]) we present in See. 2 a discussion of the key results
of a linear response theory for Coulomb-blockade oscillations in a quantum dot [19, 20]. In
See. 3 we review experimental results on quantum dots [15]-[17] and disordered quantum
wires [9]-[14] in the absence of a magnetic field, and discuss to what extent they are now
understood.
Kastner and collaborators [9, 10, 15, 21] originally suggested that the conductance
oscillations which they observed were due to the formation of a charge density wave or
"Wigner crystal". They inferred from a model due to Larkin and Lee [22], and Lee and
Rice [23], that the conductance would be thermally activated because of the pinning
of the charge density wave by impurities in the narrow channel. The activation energy
would be determined by the most strongly pinned segment in the channel, and periodic
oscillations in the conductance äs a function of gate voltage or electron density would
reflect the condition that an integer number of electrons is contained bctween the two
impurities delimiting that specific segment. A Wigner crystal is a manifestation of long-
range order neglected in the theory of Coulomb-blockade oscillations. In a quantum wire
with weak disorder (no tunnel barriers), a Wigner crystal may well be an appropriate
description of the ground state [24]. The point of view adopted in this chapter, following
Ref. [25], is that the Coulomb blockade model is adequate for the present experiments
in Systems with artificial or natural tunnel barriers. We limit ourselves to a discussion
of that model, and refer the reader to Ref. [11] for an exposition of the alternative point
of view of Kastner and collaborators.
The Coulomb blockade and Wignei crystal models have in common that electron-
electron interactions play a central role. In contiast, some authors have argued that
resonant tunneling of non-interacting electrons can by itself explain the observed con-
ductance oscillations [26, 27]. We stress that one cannot discriminate between these
two models on the basis of the periodicity of the oscillations. Conductance oscillations
due to resonant tunneling through non-degenerate levels äs well äs Coulomb-blockade
oscillations both have a periodicity corresponding to the addition of a single electron
to the confined region. Other considerations (notably the absence of spin-splitting of
the peaks in a magnetic field, and the large activation energy — by far exceeding AE)
are necessary to demonstrate the inadequacy of a model based on resonant tunneling of
non-interacting electrons.
Semiconductor nanostructures offer the additional intriguing possibility to study
single-electron tunneling in the quantum Hall efFect regime. This is the subject of See. 4.
In this regime of a strong magnetic field, the one-electron states aie extended along
equipotential contours [8]. The contours of subsequent states within the same Landau
level enclose one extra flux quantum h/e. States at the Fermi level are edge states cir-
culating along the circumference of the quantum dot. If charging effects are negligible,
oscillations in the conductance of the dot are obseived äs a function of gate voltage or
magnetic field, due to resonant tunneling through circulating edge states [28]. This is a
manifestation of the Aharonov-Bohm effect, normally associated with magnetoconduc-
tance oscillations in a ring, rather than a dot. Circulating edge states, however, make
the dot behave effectively äs a ring [29] — at least for non-interacting electrons. As we
will discuss, the single-electron charging energy can cause a "Coulomb blockade" of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect in a quantum dot [30, 31]. The magnetoconductance oscillations
are suppressed when e2/C becomes comparable to the Landau level Separation 7io;c (with
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wc = eB/m). However, the periodic oscillations äs a function of gate voltage remain.
This difFerence illustrates how in the presence of charging effects magnetic and electro-
static fields play fundamentally difFerent roles [12], in contrast to the equivalent roles
played in the diffusive or ballistic transport regimes.1 An additional topic covered in
See. 4 is the effect of a magnetic field on the amplitude and position of the oscillations,
from which detailed Information can be obtained on the one-electron energy spectrum
of the quantum dot [32].
In this chapter we consider the Coulomb-blockade oscillations in zero magnetic field
and in the integer quantum Hall effect regime. The generalization to the fractional
quantum Hall effect is still an open problem, at least experimentally. Some theoretical
considerations have been given [33], but will not be considered here. We limit ourselves
to the linear response regime, and do not discuss the non-linear current-voitage charac-
teristics [34, 35]. In metallic tunnel junctions with very different tunnel rates through
the two barriers one finds Steps in the current äs a function of source-drain voltage [l, 2].
This "Coulomb staircase" discussed in See. 6 of Chap. 2 has recently also been observed
in a quantum dot [36]. A third limitation is to stationary transport phenomena, so that
we do not consider the effects of radio-frequency modulation of the source-drain or gate
voltages. A new development in metals is the realization of a "turnstile clocking" of the
current through an array of junctions at a value ef, with / the frequency of the modu-
lation of the voltage on a gate [37, 38]. These effects described in See. 4 of Chap. 3 have
very recently also been observed in a quantum dot [36]. Concerning the types of sample,
we limit ourselves to quantum dots and wires defined by a split-gate in a two-dimensional
electron gas. Quantum dots may also be defined by etching a pillar out of a quantum
well [39, 40]. Such "vertical" structures have the advantage over the planar structures
considered here that the thickness and height of the potential barriers separating the
quantum dot from the leads can be tailored to a great precision during the epitaxial
growth. A disadvantage is that it is more difficult to change the carrier density in the
dot by means of a gate electrode [41]. In the planar structures based on a 2DEG not
only the electron density, but also the geometry can be varied continuously using gates.
1.2. Basic properties of semiconductor nanostructures
Electrons in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) are constrained to move in a
plane, due to a strong electrostatic confinement at the Interface between two semiconduc-
tor layers (in the case of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure), or at the interface between a
semiconductor and an insulator (in the case of a Si-inversion layer, where the insulator is
Si02). The areal density ns may be varied continuously by changing the voltage on a gate
electrode deposited on the top semiconductor layer (in which case Isolation is provided
automatically by a Schottky barrier) or on the insulator. The gate voltage is defined
with respect to an ohmic contact to the 2DEG. The density under a gate electrode of
large area changes linearly with the electrostatic potential of the gate </>gate, according to
1
 Examples of this equivalence are the fluctuations in the conductance äs a function of gate voltage
or magnetic field due to quantum interference, and the sequcnce of quantized conductance plateaux
(at integer multiples of e2/h) äs a result of magnetic or electrostatic depopulation of one-dimensional
subbands [8].
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the plate capacitor formula
whcre e is the dielectric constant of the material of thickness d between gate and 2DEG.
For GaAs e = 13e0, whereas SiO2 has e — 3.9e0.
A unique feature of a 2DEG is that it can be given any desired shape using litho-
graphic techniques. The shape is defincd by etching a pattern (resulting in a permanent
removal of the electron gas), or by electrostatic depletion using a patterned gate electrode
(which is reversible). A local (partial) depletion of the 2DEG under a gate is associated
with a local increase of the electrostatic potential, relative to the undepleted region. At
the boundaries of the gate a potential step is thus induced in the 2DEG. The potential
step is smooth, because of the large depletion length (of the order of 100 nm for a step
height of 10 meV). This large depletion length is at the basis of the split-gate technique,
used to define narrow channels of variable width with smooth boundaries.
The energy of non-interacting conduction electrons in an unbounded 2DEG is given
by
Γι
2
 i-2
äs a function of momentum fik. The effective mass m is considerably smaller than the
free electron mass me äs a result of interactions with the lattice potential (for GaAs
m = 0.067me, for Si m — 0.19me, both for the (100) crystal plane). The density of
states Ρ2θ(-Ε) = dn(E)/dE is the derivative of the number of electronic states n(E) (per
unit surface area) with energy smaller than E. In k-space, these states fill a circle of
area A = 2πηιΕ/Γι2 [according to Eq. (2)], containing a number g
s
g
v
A/(2Tf)2 of states.
The factors g
s
 and g
v
 account for the spin and valley-degeneracy, respectively (in GaAs
t/
v
 = l, in Si g
v
 = 2; g
s
 — 2 in zero magnetic field). One thus finds n(E) = g
s
g
v
mE/2irTi2,
so that the density of states per unit area,
/>2D = ffs
is independent of the energy. In equilibrium, the states are occupied according to the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function
'. (4)
At low temperatures fcBT < Er, the Fermi energy (or chemical potential) EF of a 2DEG
is thus directly proportional to its sheet density n
s
, according to
EF = ns/p2D . (5)
The Fermi wave number kF = (2mEF/h2)1/2 is related to the density by kF =
( 4 w n s / g
s
g
v
) 1 / 2 . Typically, EF ~ 10 meV, so that the Fermi wavelength \F = 2jr/kF ~
50 nm.
If the 2DEG is confined laterally to a narrow channel, then Eq. (2) only represents
the kinetic energy from the free motion (with momentum hk) parallel to the channel
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axis. Because of the lateral confinement, the conduction band is split itself into a series
of one-dimensional (1D) subbands, with band bottoms at E„, n = 1,2,.... The total
energy E
n
(k] of an electron in the n—th 1D subband is given by
E
n
(k) = £„ + _, (6)
2m
in zero magnetic field. Two frequently used potentials to model analytically the lat-
eral confinement are the square well potential (of width W), and the parabolic po-
tential well (described by V(x) = |τηωο2.τ2). The confinement levels are given by
E
n
 = (nwH)2/2mW'2, and E
n
 = (n — ^ )^ω0, respectively.
Transport through a very short quantum wire (of length L ~ 100 nm, much shorter
than the mean free path) is perfectly ballistic. When such a short and narrow wire forms
a constriction between two wide electron gas reservoirs, one speaks of a quantum point
contact [42]. The conductance G of a quantum point contact is quantized in units of
2e2//i [43, 44]. This effect requires a unit transmission probability for all of the occupied
1D subbands in the point contact, each of which then contributes 2e2/h to the conduc-
tance (for g
s
g
v
 = 2). Potential fluctuations due to the random distribution of ionized
donors have so far precluded any observation of the conductance quantization in longer
quantum wires (even if they are considerably shorter than the mean free path in wide
2DEG regions). Quantum wires are extremely sensitive to disorder, since the effective
scattering cross-section, being of the order of the Fermi wavclength, is comparable to
the width of the wire. Indeed, calculations demonstrate [45] that a quantum wire close
to pinch-off breaks up into a number of isolated segments. The Coulomb-blockade oscil-
lations in a quantum wire discussed in See. 3 are associatcd with tunneling through the
barriers separating these segments (sec Fig. 2a).
A quantum dot is formed in a 2DEG if the electrons are confined in all three di-
rections. The energy spectrum of a quantum dot is fully discrete. Transport through
the discrete states in a quantum dot can be studied if tunnel barriers are defined at
its perimeter. The quantum dots discussed in Sec. 3 are connected by quantum point
contacts to their surroundings (see Figs. 2b and 2c). The quantum point contacts are op-
erated close to pinch-off (G < 2e2//i), where they behave äs tunnel barriers of adjustable
height and width. The shape of such barriers differs greatly from that encountered in
metallic tunnel junctions: the barrier height typically exceeds the Fermi energy by only
a few meV, and the thickness of the barrier at EF is large, on the order of 50 nm. This
may lead to a streng energy dependence of the tunnel rates, not encountered in mctals.
2. Theory of Coulomb-blockade oscillations
Part of the interest in quantum dots derives from the fact that their electronic
structure mimicks that of an isolated atom — with the fascinating possibility to attach
wires to this "atom" and study transport through its discrete electronic states. In this
section we address this problem from a theoretical point of view, following Ref. [19].
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2.1. Periodicity of the oscillations
We consider a quantum dot, which is weakly coupled by tunnel barriers to two
electron reservoirs. A current / can be passed through the dot by applying a voltage
difference V between the reservoirs. The linear response conductance G of the quantum
dot is defined äs G Ξ I/V, in the limit V — > 0. Since transport through a quantum
dot proceeds by tunneling through its discrete electronic states, it will be clear that for
small V a net current can flow only for certain values of the gate voltage (if ΔΕ > kBT).
In the absence of charging effects, a conductance peak due to resonant tunneling occurs
when the Fermi energy Ep in the reservoirs lines up with one of the energy levels in the
dot. This condition is modified by the charging energy. To determine the location of
the conductance peaks äs a function of gate voltage requires only consideration of the
equilibrium properties of the System [19, 30], äs we now discuss.
The probability P(N) to find 7V electrons in the quantum dot in equilibrium with
the reservoirs is given by the grand canonical distribution function
P(N) = constant χ exp (—^= [F(N) - ΝΕ
Γ
}} , (7)
\ /Cß-i /
where F(N) is the free energy of the dot and T the temperature. The leservoir Fermi
energy E? is measured relative to the conduction band bottom in the reservoirs. In
general, P(N) at Γ = 0 is non-zero for a smgle value of 7V only (namely the integer
which minimizes the thermodynamic potential Ω(7ν) Ξ F(N) — NEp). In that case,
G — > 0 in the limit T — > 0. As pointed out by Glazman and Shekhter [5], a non-zero
G is possible only if P(N) and P(N + 1) are both non-zero for some N. Then a small
applied voltage is sufficient to induce a current through the dot, via intermediate states
/ V - > / V + l - » / V - > / V + l - > · · · . To have P(N) and P(N + 1) both non-zero at T = 0
requires that both TV and N + 1 minimize Ω. A necessary condition is £l(N + 1) = Ω(/ν),
or
F(N + 1) - F(N) = E
r
. (8)
This condition is also sufficient, unless Ω h äs more than one minimum (which is usually
not the case).
Equation (8) expresses the equality of the electrochemical potential of dot and leads.
The usefulness of this result is that it maps the problem of determining the location of
the conductance peaks onto the more familiär problem of calculating the electrochemical
potential F(N + 1) — F(N) of the quantum dot, i.e. the energy cost associated with the
addition of a single electron to the dot. This opens the way, in principle, to a study
of exchange and correlation effects on conductance oscillations in a quantum dot (e.g.
along the lines of work by Bryant [46] and by Maksym and Chakraborty [47]).
At T = 0 the free energy F(N) equals the ground state energy of the dot, for which
we take the simplified form U(N) + Σρ=ι Ep. Here U (N] is the charging energy, and Ep
(p = 1,2,. . .) are single-electron energy levels in ascending order, measured relative to
the bottom of the potential well in the quantum dot. The term U (N) accounts for the
Charge imbalance between dot and reservoirs. The sum over energy levels accounts for the
internal degrees of freedom of the quantum dot, evaluated in a mean-field approximation
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(cf. Ref. [48]). Each level contains either one or zero electrons. Spin degeneracy, if
present, can be included by counting each level twice, and other degeneracies can be
included similarly. The energy levels Ep depend on gate voltage and magnetic field, but
are assumed to be independent of 7V, at least for the relevant ränge of values of 7V. We
conclude from Eq. (8) that a peak in the low-temperature conductance occurs whenever
EN + U (N) - U (N - 1) = EF, (9)
for some integer 7V (we have relabeled 7V by 7V - 1).
We adopt the simple approximation of the orthodox model [4] of taking the charging
energy into account macroscopically. We write U(N] = fcNe φ((}')ά(3', where
</>(<?) = Q/C + 0ext (10)
is the potential difference between dot and reservoir, including also a contribution </>
ext
from external charges (in particular those on a nearby gate electrode). The capacitance
C is assumed to be independent of 7V (at least over some interval). The charging energy
then takes the form
U(N) = (Ne)2/2C - Νεφ
αχ1. (11)
To make connection with some of the literature [3, 49] we mention that Q
ext = C^ext plays
the role of an "externally induced charge" on the dot, which can be varied continuously
by means of an external gate voltage (in contrast to Q which is restricted to integer
multiples of e). In terms of Q
ext one can write
U(N) = (Ne - Q
ext)2/2C + constant,
which is equivalent to Eq. (11). We emphasize that Q
ext is an externally controlled vari-
able, via the gate voltage, regardless of the relative magnitude of the various capacitances
in the System.
Substitution of Eq. (11) into Eq. (9) gives
E*N = EN + (N -l^e- = Ev + e^ext (12)
äs the condition for a conductance peak. The left-hand-side of Eq. (12) defines a renor-
malized energy level £$. The renormalized level spacing Δ.Ε* — AE + e2/C is enhanced
above the bare level spacing by the charging energy. In the limit e2/CAE —> 0, Eq. (12)
is the usual condition for resonant tunneling. In the limit e^/CAE —> oo, Eq. (12) de-
scribes the periodicity of the classical Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the conductance
versus electron density [3]-[7].
In Fig. 3 we have illustrated the tunneling of an electron through the dot under the
conditions of Eq. (12). In panel (a) one has EN + e2/2C = EF + εφ(Ν - 1), with 7V
referring to the lowest unoccupied level in the dot. In panel (b) an electron has tunneled
into the dot. One now has EN - e
2/2C = EF + εφ(Ν), with 7V referring to the highest
occupied level. The potential difference φ between dot and reservoir has decreased by
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Figure 3. Single-electron tunneling through a quantum dot, under the conditions of Eq. (12), for
the case that the charging energy is comparable to the level spacing. An infinitesimally small voltage
difference is assumed between the left and right reservoirs. (From Beenakker et al. [31].)
-»-EM
b)
Figure 4. Diagram of the bare energy levels (a) and the renormalized energy levels (b) in a quantum
dot for the case e2/C « 2(AE). The renormalized level spacing is much more regulär than the average
bare level spacing (Δ.Ε). Note that the spin degeneracy of the bare levels is lifted by the charging
energy. (From Staring et al. [12].)
e/C (becoming negative), because of the added electron. Finally, in panel (c) the added
electron tunnels out of the dot, resetting the potentials to the initial state of panel (a).
Let us now determine the periodicity of the oscillations. Theorctically, it is conve-
nient to consider the case of a Variation of the Fermi energy of the reservoirs at constant
0
ext. The periodicity ΔΕΓ follows from Eq. (12),
ΔΕ* = ΔΕ + — .
Ο
(13)
In the absence of charging effects, Δ.Ερ is determined by the irregulär spacing AB of
the single-electron levels in the quantum dot. The charging energy e2JC regulates the
spacing, once e1 /C £ ΔΕ. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, for the case that therc is no valley
degeneracy. The spin degeneracy of the levels is lifted by the charging energy. In a
plot of G versus Ep this leads to a doublet structure of the oscillations, with a spacing
alternating between e2/C and ΔΕ + e2/C.
Experimentally, one studies the Coulomb-blockade oscillations äs a function of gate
voltage. To determine the periodicity in that case, we first need to know how Ep and
the set of energy levels Ep depend on </>ext. In a 2DEG, the external charges are supplied
by ionized donors and by a gate electrode (with an electrostatic potential difference <^gate
between gate and 2DEG reservoir). One has
+ r gate 5 (14)
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gate'·
Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of quantum dot and split gate. The mutual capacitance of leads and gate
is much larger than that of the dot and the split gate (Cgate), or the dot and the leads (Cdot), and can
be neglected.
where α (äs well äs C) is a rational function of the capacitance matrix elements of the
System. The value of a depends on the geometry. Here we consider only the geometry of
Figs. 2a, b in detail, for which it is reasonable to assume that the electron gas densities
in the dot and in the leads increase, on average, equally fast with ^gate. For equidistant
energy levels in the dot we may thcn assume that Ep - EN has the same value at each
conductance peak. The period of the oscillations now follows from Eqs. (12) and (14),
e
A0gate = —^ - (15)& Öl /
To clarify the meaning of the parameters C and a, we represent the System of dot, gates
and leads in Figs. 2a, b by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5. The mutual capacitance of
gates and leads does not enter our problem explicitly, since it is much larger than the
mutual capacitances of gate and dot (Cgate) and dot and leads (Cdot)· The capacitance
C determining the charging energy e2/C is formed by Cgate and Cdot in parallel,
— Cgate + (16)
The period of the oscillations corresponds in our approximation of equidistant energy
levels (EF - EN = constant) to the increment by e of the charge on the dot with no
change in the voltage across Cdot· This implies A^gate = e/Cgate, or
Thus, in terms of the electrostatic potential difference between gate and 2DEG reser-
voirs, the period of the conductance oscillations is A0gatc = e/Cgate. Note that this
result applies regardless of the relative magnitudes of the bare level spacing ΔΕ and the
charging energy e2/C.
In an experiment the gate voltage is the electrochemical potential difference Vg
ate
between gate and leads, i.e. the difference in Fermi level, whereas so far we have discussed
the period of the oscillations in terms of the electrostatic potential difference <^gatc, i.e.
the difference in conduction band bottoms. In one period, the change in Fermi energy
in the dot and leads (measured with respect to their local conduction band bottom) is
approximately equal to ΔΕ. The change in Fermi energy in the (metal) gate is negligible,
because the density of states in a metal is much larger than in a 2DEG. We thus find
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that the oscillation period AV^
ate in the geometry of Figs. 2a, b is
AVg
a t e = + Δφ^ = + 7^—· (18)
e e Og
a
te
Note that Cdot does not afFect the periodicity. In many of the present experiments Δ.Ε
is a factor of 10 below e2/Cgate, so that the differences between A^>gate and AVgate are
less than 10 %. Even in such a case, these differences are quite important, since their
study yields direct Information on the energy spectrum of the quantum dot.
In the case of a two-fold spin-degeneracy, the level Separation Ep+i — Ep in a dot
of area A alternates between 0 and Δ.Ε ~ ΊπΗ2/πιΑ [cf. Eq. (3)]. As mentioned above,
this leads to a doublet structure of the oscillations äs a function of E?. To determine
the peak spacing äs a function of gate voltage we approximate the change in EF with
</>gate by öEV/d^gate ~ ^ECs&ie/2e. We then obtain from Eqs. (12), (14), (16), and (17)
that the spacing alternates between two values:
^fc · (20)
The average spacing equals e/Cgate, in agreement with Eq. (15) [derived for non-degcn-
erate equidistant levels]. To obtain AVgate one has to add ΔΕ/2ε to the factor e/Cgate
between brackets in Eqs. (19) and (20). If the charging energy dominates (e2/C ^> ΔΕ),
one has equal spacing A^gate = A</>gate = e/Cgate, äs for non-degenerate levels. In the
opposite limit ΔΕ >· e2/C, one finds instead A<^gate = 0, and A(/>gate = 2e/Cgate. Thus,
the period is effectively doubled, corresponding to the addition of two electrons to the dot,
instead of one. This is characteristic for resonant tunneling of non-interacting electrons
through two-fold spin-degenerate energy levels. An external magnetic field will resolve
the spin-degeneracy, leading to a Splitting of the conductance peaks which increases with
the field.
2.2. Amplitude and lineshape
Equation (12) is sufficient to determine the periodicity of the conductance oscilla-
tions, but gives no Information on their amplitude and width, which requires the solution
of a kinetic equation. For the linear response conductance in the resonant tunneling
regime an analytical solution has been derived by Beenakker [19], which generalizes ear-
lier results by Kulik and Shekhter [7] in the classical regime. Equivalent results have
been obtained independently by Meir, Wingreen, and Lee [20]. Related work on the
non-linear current-voltage characteristics has been performed by Averin, Korotkov, and
Likharev [34], and by Groshev [35]. In this sub-section we summarize the main results
of Ref. [19], along with the underlying assumptions.
A continuum of states is assumed in the reservoirs, which are occupied according
to the Fermi-Dirac distribution (4). The tunnel rate from level p to the left and right
reservoirs is denoted by Fj, and Γτ
ρ
, respectively. We assume that k^T 3> Λ(Γ' + ΓΓ) (for
all levels participating in the conduction), so that the finite width Λ.Γ = fo(F' + ΓΓ) of the
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transmission resonance through the quantum dot can be disregarded. This assumption
allows us to characterize the state of the quantum dot by a set of occupation numbers,
one for each energy level. (As we will discuss, in the classical regime fcgT ^> Δ.Ε
the condition Δ .E ^> hT takes over from the condition k^T ~^> Λ,Γ appropriate for
the resonant tunneling regime.) We assume here that inelastic scattering takes place
exclusively in the reservoirs — not in the quantum dot. (The effects of inelastic scattering
in the dot for kBT > ΛΓ are discussed in Ref. [19].)
The equilibrium distribution function of electrons among the energy levels is given
by the Gibbs distribution in the grand canonical ensemble:
i
(21)i ifcB-t \1=i
where {n,} = {ni,ri2, ...} denotes a specific set of occupation numbers of the energy
levels in the quantum dot. (The numbers n, can take on only the values 0 and 1.) The
number of electrons in the dot is 7V = £, nn and Z is the partition function,
(22)
ι=1
The joint probability P
eq(N,np = 1) that the quantum dot contains ./V elections and
that level p is occupied is
P
eq(N,np = 1) = Σ Pcq({n,})Vl>A„i· (23)
In terms of this probability distribution, the conductance is given by
x [l - f(Ep + U(N) - U (N - 1) - £F)]. (24)
This particular product of distribution functions expresses the fact that tunneling of
an electron from an initial state p in the dot to a final state in the reservoir requires
an occupied initial state and empty final state. Equation (24) was derived in Ref. [19]
by solving the kinetic equation in linear response. This derivation is presented in the
appendix. The same formula has been obtained independently by Meir, Wingreen, and
Lee [20], by solving an Anderson model in the limit k^T ^> Λ,Γ.
We will now discuss some limiting cases of the general result (24). We first consider
the conductance of the individual barriers and the quantum dot in the high tempera-
ture limit kBT > e
2/C, AE where neither the discreteness of the energy levels nor the
charging energy are important. The conductance then does not exhibit oscillations äs
a function of gate voltage. The high temperature limit is of interest for comparison
with the low temperature results, and because its measurement allows a straightforward
estimate of the tunnel rates through the barriers. The conductance of the quantum dot
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in thc high temperature limit is simply that of the two tunnel barriers in series
G = f ^  , if AE, e2/C < kBT < £?F. (25)
The conductances G1, Gr of the left and right tunnel barriers are given by the thermally
averaged Landauer formula
dE Γ"(£)^ . (26)
The transmission probability of a barrier T (E) equals the tunnel rate Γ (E) divided by
the attempt frequency v(E) = l/hp(E),
If the height of the tunnel barriers is large, the energy dependence of the tunnel rates
and of the density of states p in the dot can be ignored (äs long äs kßT <C Ep). The
conductance of each barrier from Eq. (26) then becomes
G1·' = (β2/Λ)Τ'·Γ = 62Γ'·Γρ (28)
(whcrc T, Γ, and p are evaluated at Ep), and the conductance of the quantum dot from
Eq. (25) is
_
G = e ' p j r = ^ τ ? Ξ G~ ' if Δ^> e'/C « fcßT « E*· (29)
The conductance GC» in the high temperature limit depends only on the barrier height
and width (which determine T), not on the area of the quantum dot (which determines
p and Γ, but cancels in the expression for G
x
}.
The validity of the present theory is restricted to the case of negligible quantum
fluctuations in the charge on the dot [4]. Since charge leaks out of thc dot at a rate
Γ
1
 + F r, the energy levels are sharply defined only if the resulting uncertainty in energy
h(Tl + P) < ΔΕ. In view of Eq. (27), with p ~ 1/Δ.Ε, this requires T''r <C l, or
G''r <C e 2 /h. In the resonant tunneling regime of comparable ΔΕ and faT, this criterion
is equivalent to the criterion hT <C k^T mentioned earlier. In the classical regime
Δ.Ε < fcBT, the criterion hT < AE dominates. The general criterion ΙιΓ < &E,kBT
implies that the conductance of the quantum dot G -C e2/h.
As we lower the temperature, such that kßT < e2/C, the Coulomb-blockade oscilla-
tions become observable. This is shown in Fig. 6. The classical regime Δ.Ε < kBT was
first studied by Kulik and Shekhter [6, 7]. In this regime a continuum of energy levels
in thc confmed central region participates in the conduction. If AE <C k^T <C e2/C,
only the terms with N = N
mm
 contribute to the sum in Eq. (24), where N
m
\
n
 minimizes
the absolute value of Δ(ΛΓ) = U (N) - U (N - 1) + μ - EF. [Hcrc μ is the equilibrium
chemical potential of the dot, measured relative to the bottom of the potential well.]
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Figure 6. Temperatuie dependence of the Coulomb blockade oscillations äs a function of Fermi energy
m the classical regime kBT > ΔΕ Curves are calculated from Eq (24) with Δ£ = 0 01e2/C, for
kBT/(e2/C) = 0 075 (a), 0 15 (b), 0 3 (c), 0 4 (d), l (e), and 2 (f) Level mdependent tunnel rates are
assumed, äs well äs equidistant non degenerate energy levels
We define Ämm = A(7Vmin) For energy-mdependent tunnel rates and density of states
p = 1/Δ.Ε, one obtains a hne shape of mdividual conductance peaks given by
ma.v —'
A
m m
/fcBT
sinh(A
m m
/fcBT)
,2 plpr
'· cosh-2 \
2ΔΕ Γ1 + ΓΓ
(30)
(31)
The second equahty m Eq (31) is approximate, but holds to better than 1% A plot of
G/G
m
ax versus A
m m
 is shown for an isolated peak in Fig 7 (dashed cuive)
Whereas the width of the peaks mcreases with T in the classical regime, the peak
height (reached at A
m m
 = 0) is temperature mdependent (compare traces (a) and (b) m
Fig 6) The reason is that the l /T temperature dependence associated with resonant
tunnelmg thiough a paiticulai eneigy level is canceled by the T dependence of the
number k^T/AE of levels participating m the conduction This cancellation holds only
if the tunnel rates are energy mdependent within the mterval kBT A temperature
dependence of the conductance may result from a strong energy dependence of the tunnel
rates In such a case one has to use the general result (24) This is also lequired if peaks
Start to overlap for fcBT ~ e
2/C, or if the dot is nearly depleted (EF < kBT) The
latter regime does not play a role in metals, but is of impoitance m semiconductor
nanostiuctures because of the much smaller EF The presence of only a small number
Ερ/Δ.Ε of electrons m a quantum dot leads also to a gate voltage dependence of the
oscillations m the classical regime kBT > ΔΕ
Despite the fact that the Coulomb blockade of tunnelmg is hfted at a maximum
of a conductance peak, the peak height G
max
 m the classical Coulomb blockade regime
Δ.Ε <C k-β,Τ < e2/C is a factor of two smaller than the conductance G
x
 m the high
temperature legime fcBT > e
2/C of neghgible chargmg energy (m the case of energy
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Figure 7. Comparison of the lineshape of a thermally broadened conductance peak in the resonant
tunneling regime ΛΓ <g fcBT <C Δ.Ε (solid curve) and in the classical regime Δ.Ε -C fcDT -C e2/C7
(dashed curve). The conductance is normalized by the peak height G
max
, given by Eqs. (31) and (34)
in the two regimes. The energy A
m l n is proportional to the Fermi energy in the reservoirs, cf. Eq. (32).
(From Beenakker [19].)
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Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the maxima (max) and the minima (min) of the Coulomb-
blockade oscillations, in the regime hT -C k^T. The calculation, based on Eq. (24), was performed for
the case of equidistant non-degenerate energy levels (at Separation ΔΕ = 0.01e2/C), all with the same
tunnel rates Γ' and ΓΓ.
independent tunnel rates). The reason is a correlation between subsequent tunnel events,
imposed by the charging energy. This correlation, expressed by the series of charge states
Q — —N
mine —> Q = —(Nmm — l)e —» Q = —Nmme — > . . . , implies that an electron can
tunnel from a reservoir into the dot only half of the time (when Q = —(N
mm
 — l)e).
The tunnel probability is therefore reduced by a factor of two compared to the high
temperature limit, where no such correlation exists.
The temperature dependence of the maxima of the Coulomb-blockade oscillations äs
obtained from Eq. (24) is plotted in Fig. 8. Also shown in Fig. 8 are the minima, which
are seen to merge with the maxima äs fcBT approaches e1 /C. In the resonant tunneling
regime kßT < ΔΕ the peak height increases äs the temperature is reduced, due to the
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Figure 9. Lineshape for various temperatures, showing the crossover from the resonant tunneling
regime (a and b) where both the width and the peak height depend on T, to the classical regime (c
and d) where only the width of the peak dcpends on T. Curves are calculated from Eq. (24) with
ΔΕ --= O.OleVC1, and for kBT/&E = 0.5 (a), l (b), 7.5 (c), and 15 (d).
diminished thermal broadening of the resonance. The crossover from the classical to the
quantum regime is shown in Fig. 9 [calculated directly from Eq. (24)].
In the case of well-separated energy scales in the resonant tunneling regime (/ιΓ <
kBT < Δ.Ε), Eq. (24) can again be written in a simplified form. Now the single term
with p - N = N
ml„ gives the dominant contribution to the suni over p and N. The
integer N
m
\
n
 minimizes the absolute value of
= EN + 1/(ΛΟ - U(N - 1) - EF.
We again denote A
m m
 = A(,Vini„). Equation (24) reduces to
G/G'
max
 =- -4fcBT/'(Amin) = coslr2
(32)
(33)
(34)
As shown in Fig. 7, the lineshape in the resonant tunneling regime (füll curve) is differen!
from that in the classical regime (dashed curve), if they are compared at equal tempera-
ture. Equation (33) can be seen äs the usual resonant tunneling formula for a thermally
broadened resonance, generalized to include the effect of the charging energy on the res-
onance condition. Eqs. (33) and (34) hold regardless of the relative magnitude of Δ£
and e'IC As illustratcd in Fig. 8, the peak height in the resonant tunneling regime
increases monotonically äs kBT/&E -> 0, äs long äs kBT is larger than the resonance
width hT.
No theory has been worked out for Coulornb-blockade oscillations in the regime
kBT < ΙιΓ (although the theory of Meir et al. [20] is sufficiently general to be applicable
in principlc). For non-mteracting electrons, the transmission probability has the Breit-
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Wigner form [49]-[51]
e
2
 Γ'Γ
Γ
 Γ
GBW = Q
~
 2
 2· (35)
Here Q is the degeneracy of the resonant level, and e is the energy Separation ofthat level
from the Fermi level in the reservoirs. In the presence of inelastic scattering with rate Γ
ιη
one has to replace Γ by Γ + Γ,
η
 [49]-[51]. This has the effect of reducing the conductance
on resonance by a factor Γ/(Γ + Γ
ιη
), and to increase the width of the peak by a factor
(Γ + Γ
ι η
)/Γ. This is to be contrasted with the regime hT <C kßT <C Δ.Ε, where inelastic
scattering has no effect on the conductance. [This follows from the fact that the thermal
average - / GBw/'(e) de ~ / GBW de/4fcT is independent of Γ,η.] If inelastic scattering
is negligible, and if the two tunnel barriers are equal, then the maximum conductance
following from the Bieit-Wigner formula is Qe1 /h — a lesult that may be interpreted äs
the fundamental contact conductance of a Q— fold degenerate state [50, 52]. We surmise
that the charging energy will lift the level degeneracy, so that the maximum peak height
of Coulomb-blockade oscillations is Gmax = e2/h for the case of equal tunnel barriers.
A few words on terminology, to make contact with the resonant tunneling literature
[49, 50]. The results discussed above pertain to the regime Γ 3> Γ
ιη
, referred to äs the
"coherent resonant tunneling" regime. In the regime Γ < Γ,
η
 it is known äs "coherent
sequential tunneling" (results for this regime are given in Ref. [19]). Phase coherence
plays a role in both these regimes, by establishing the discrete energy spectrum in the
quantum dot. The classical, or incoherent, regime is entered when kßT or /iFm become
greater than ΔΕ. The discreteness of the energy spectrum can then be ignored.
We close this overview of theoretical results by a discussion of the activation energy
of the minimaof the conductance oscillations. It is shown in Ref. [19] that G
m
,„ depends
exponentially on the temperature, G
ml„ oc exp(-Eact/fcBT), with activation energy
(36)
This result holds for equal tunnel rates at two subsequent energy levels. The renormalized
level spacing Δ.Ε* = AE + e2/C, which according to Eq. (13) determines the periodicity
of the Coulomb-blockade oscillations äs a function of Fermi energy, thus equals twice the
activation energy of the conductance minima. The exponential decay of the conductance
at the minima of the Coulomb blockade oscillations results from the suppression of
tunneling processes which conserve energy in the intermediate state in the quantum dot.
Tunneling via a virtual intermediate state is not suppressed at low temperatures, and
may modify the temperature dependence of the minima if /zF is not much smaller than
kßT and Δ.Ε [53, 54]. For ΛΓ -C k^T, ΔΕ this co-tunneling or "macroscopic quantum
tunneling of the charge" discussed in Chap. 6 can be neglected.
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Figure 10. (a) Measured conductancc äs a function of gate voltage in a quantum dot in the 2DEG of
a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure, with a geomctry äs shown in Fig. 2b. (Experimental results obtained
by U. Meirav, M. Kastner, and S. Wind, unpublished; U. Meirav, PhD Thesis (M.I.T., 1990).) (b)
Calculatcd conductance based on Eq. (24). The conductance is given in units I^C, and the chemical
potential of the reservoirs in units of e2/C. The level spacing was taken to be AB = O.le^/C. The
tunnel rates of the levels increase in a geometric progression Γ
ρ+ι = 1.5Ti, with Γ4 increased by an
additional factor of 4 to simulate disorder. The temperature is quoted in units of e z / C . (From Meir et
al. [20].)
3. Experiments on Coulomb-blockade oscillations
3.1. Quantum dots
Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the conductance of a quantum dot were first stud-
ied by Meirav, Kastner, and Wind [15]. The geometry of their device is shown in Fig. 2b.
A split-gate electrode with a 300 nm wide slit is used to define a narrow channel. Small
protrusions on each part of the split gate are used to define quantum point contacts in the
narrow channel, l μιη apart. For sufficiently strong negative gate voltages the electron
gas in the point contacts is depleted so that the channel is partitioned into a quantum
dot, two tunnel barriers, and two leads. The width of the quantum dot is estimated to
be 50 nm, whereas its length is about l μιη. The conductance of this device exhibits
conductance peaks periodic in the gate voltage, at temperatures between 50 mK and l
K (see Fig. lOa). Based on estimatcs of the gate capacitance, it was concluded that one
electron was added to the quantum dot in each oscillation period. This conclusion was
supported by experiments on devices with different values for the tunnel barrier Sepa-
ration [15]. Meirav et al. have also shown that the lineshape of an isolated peak could
be fitted very well by a function of the form cosbr2(7(Vg
ate - V0)/2kBT). We note that,
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since the fit was done with 7 and T äs adaptable parameters, equally good agreemcnt
would have been obtained with the theoretical line shapes for the Coulomb-blockade
oscillations in the classical or quantum regimes [Eqs. (31) and (34)].
Meirav et al. found that the temperature dependence of the peak width yielded
an estimate for e2/2C that was a factor of 3.5 lower than the value inferred from the
periodicity. One way to possibly resolve this discrepancy is to note that the width of the
peaks, äs well äs the activation energy, is determined by the charging energy e2/2C with
C = Cdot + Qate [Eq. (16)]. This energy is smaller than the energy e2/2Cgate obtained
from a measurement of the periodicity AVgat(> ~ e/Cga.ie [Eq. (18)]. Alternatively, a
strong energy dependence of the tunnel rates may play a role [20].
Meir, Wingreen, and Lee [20] modeled the experimental data shown in Fig. lOa by
means of Eq. (24) (derived independently by these authors), using parameters consis-
tent with experimental estimates (AE = 0.1 meV, e2/C — l meV). The results of their
calculation are reproduced in Fig. lOb. The increasing height of successive peaks is due
to an assumed increase in tunnel rates for successive levels (Fp+1 = l.öTi). Disorder
is simulated by multiplying Γ 4 by an additional factor of 4. No attempt was made to
model the gate-voltage dependence of the experiment, and instead the chemical poten-
tial of the reservoirs was chosen äs a variable in the calculations. Figs. lOa and lOb
show a considerable similarity between experiment and theory. The second peak in the
theoretical trace is the anomalously large Γ4 peak, which mimicks the fourth peak in the
experimental trace. In both theory and experiment a peak adjacent to the anomalously
large peak shows a non-monotonic temperature dependence. This qualitative agreement,
obtained with a consistent set of parameter values, supports the Interpretation of the
effect äs Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the regime of a discrete energy spectrum.
It is possible that at the lowest experimental temperatures in the original exper-
iment of Meirav et al. [15] the regime fcBT</iF of intrinsically broadened resonances
is entered. An estimate of the average tunnel rates is most reliably obtained from the
high-temperature limit, where the peaks begin to overlap. From Fig. lOa we estimate
GOO ~ O.le2//i. For a Symmetrie quantum dot (Γ1 = F r) Eq. (29) with p ~ l/ΔΕ then
implies hT = h(T] + F r) ~ 0.4Δ£ ~ 0.04 meV. The condition kBT < hr thus yields a
crossover temperature of 500 mK. Meirav et al. [15] reported a Saturation of the linear
temperature dependence of the width of the peaks to a much weaker dependence for
T < 500mK. It is thus possible that the approach of the intrinsically broadened regime
kßT < ΙιΓ is at the origin of the saturated width at low temperatures (cunent heating of
the electron gas [15] may also play a role). Unfortunately, äs noted in See. 2, a theory
for the lineshape in this regime is not available.
We close the discussion of the experiments of Meirav et al. by noting that some
of their samples showed additional periodicities in the conductance, presumably due to
residual disorder. Thermal cycling of the sample (to room temperature) strongly affected
the additional structure, without changing the dominant oscillations due to the quantum
dot between the point contact barriers.
Williamson et al. [17] have studied the Coulomb-blockade oscillations using a quan-
tum dot of the design shown in Fig. 2c. The device has three sets of gates to adjust
the transmission probability of each tunnel barrier and the potential </>ext of the dot.
(Because of the proximity of the gates the adjustments are not independent.) The tun-
nel barriers are formed by quantum point contacts close to pinch-off. A device with
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multiple gates in a lay-out similar to that of Fig. 2b was studied by Kouwenhoven et
al. [16]. From a measurement of the Coulomb-blockade oscillations for a series of values
of the conductance of the individual quantum point contacts it has been found in both
experiments that the oscillations disappear when the conductance of each point contact
approaches the first quantized plateau, where G]'r = 2e2/h. It is not yet clear whether
this is due to virtual tunneling processes, or to a crossover from tunneling to ballistic
transport through the quantum point contacts. We note that this ambiguity does not
arise in tunnel junctions between metals, where the area of the tunnel barrier is usually
much larger than the Fermi wavelength squared, so that a barrier conductance larger
than e2/h can easily be realized mithin the tunneling regime. In semiconductors, tunnel
barriers of large area can also be made — but it is likely that then e2/C will become
too small. A dynamical treatment is required in the case of low tunnel barriers, since
the field across the barrier changes during the tunnel process [55]. Similar dynamic po-
larization effects are known to play a role in large-area semiconductor tunnel junctions,
where they are related to image-force lowering of the barrier height.
3.2. Disordered quantum wires
Scott-Thomas et al. [9] found strikingly regulär conductance oscillations äs a function
of gate voltage (or electron gas density) in a narrow disordered channel in a Si Inversion
layer. The period of these oscillations differed from device to device, and did not correlate
with the channel length. Based on estimates of the sample parameters, it was concluded
that onc period corresponds to the addition of a single electron to a conductance-limiting
segmcnt of the disordered quantum wire.
Two of us have proposed that the effect is the first manifestation of Coulomb-blockade
oscillations in a semiconductor nanostructure [25]. To investigate this phenomenon fur-
ther, Staring et al. have studied the periodic conductance oscillations in disordered quan-
tum wires defined by a split gate in the 2DEG of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure [12, 13].
Other studies of the effect have been made by Field et al. [11] in a narrow channel in a
2D hole gas in Si, by Meirav et al. [10] in a narrow electron gas channel in an inverted
GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure, and by De Graaf et al. [14] in a very short split gate
channel (or point contact) in a Si Inversion layer. Here we will only discuss the results
of Staring et al. in detail.
In a first set of samples [12], a delta-doping layer of Be impurities was incorporated
during growth, in order to create strongly repulsive scattering centers in the narrow
channel. (Be is an acceptor in GaAs; some compensation was also present in the narrow
Si Inversion layers studied by Scott-Thomas et al. [9].) A second set of samples [13]
did not contain Be impurities. The mean free path in the Be-doped samples in wide
regions adjacent to the channel is 0.7 //m. In the other samples it is 4μηι. Close to
pinch-off the channel will break up into a few Segments separated by potential barriers
formed by scattering centers. Model calculations have shown that statistical variations
in the random positions of ionized donors in the AlGaAs are sufficient to create such a
Situation [45]. Indeed, both the samples with and without Be exhibited the Coulomb-
blockade oscillations.
In Fig. lla we reproduce representative traces of conductance versus gate voltage
at various temperatures for a sample without Be [13]. Note the similarity to the results
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Figure 11. (a) Measured conductance of an unintentionally disordered quantum wire in a GaAs-
AlGaAs hetcrostructure, of a geometry äs shown in Fig. 2a; T = 1.0, 1.6, 2.5, and 3.2 K (from bottom
to top). (b) Model calculations based on Eq. (24), for ΔΕ = 0.1 meV, e2/C = 0.6 meV, α = 0.27, and
/irj,'r = 2.7 X W~2pAE (p labels spin-degenerate levcls). (From Staring et al. [13].)
obtained for a single quantum dot shown in Fig. lOa. The oscillations gcnerally disappear
äs the channel is widened away from pinch-off. No correlation was found between the
periodicity of the oscillations and the channel length. At channel definition its width
equals the lithographic width W|lth = 0.5 /um, and the sheet electron density ns = 2.9 χ
ΙΟ
11
 cm~
2
. As the width is reduced to 0.1 μηι, the density becomes smaller by about a
factor of 2. (The estimate for W is based on typical lateral depletion widths of 200 nm/V
[8, 45, 56], and that for n
s
 on an extrapolation of the periodicity of the Shubnikov-De
Haas oscillations.) A 3 μηι long channel then contains some 450 electrons. Calculations
for a split-gate channel [56] indicate that the number of electrons per unit length increases
approximately linearly with gate voltage. The periodicity of the conductance oscillations
äs a function of gate voltage thus implies a periodicity äs a function of density per unit
length.
Our model for the Coulomb-blockade oscillations in a disordered quantum wire is
essentially the same äs that for a quantum dot, to the extent that a single segment
limits the conductance. To calculate Cdot and Cgate is a rather complicated three-
dimensional electrostatic problem, hampered further by the uncertain dimensions of
the conductance limiting segment. Experimentally, the conductance peaks are spaced
by AVgate ~ 2.4 mV, so that from Eq. (18) we estimate Cgate ~ 0.7 x 10~16 F. The
length L of the quantum dot may be estimated from the gate voltage ränge <5Vgate ~ l V
between channel definition and pinch-off: <5Vgate ~ e7isW/ilthi//Clgate, where ns is the
sheet density in the channel at definition. From the above estimate of Cgatc and using
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Figure 12. Experimental and theoretical lineshapes of an isolated conductance peak in a Be-doped
disordered quantum wire in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure, at B = 6.7 T, and T = 110, 190, 290, 380,
490, 590, 710, and 950 mK (from top to bottom). The theoretical curves have been calculated from
Eq. (24), with ΔΕ = 0.044 meV (non-degenerate), e2/C = 0.53 meV, ΛΓ = 0.13 meV, and a = 0.27.
(From Staring et al. [13].)
^Vgate ~ l V, we estimate L ~ 0.3 μπι.2 The width of the dot is estimated to be about
W ~ 0.1 μπι in the gate voltage ränge of interest. The level Splitting in the segment
is Δ.Ε ~ 2Kh2/mLW ~ 0.2 meV (for a 2-fold spin-degeneracy). Since each oscillation
corresponds to the removal of a single electron from the dot, the maximum number of
oscillations following from Δ.Ε and the Fermi energy Ep ~ 5 meV at channel definition
is given by 2Ερ/Δ.Ε ~ 50, consistent with the observations. From the fact that the
oscillations are still observable at T = 1.5 K, albeit with considerable thermal smearing,
we deduce that in our experiments e2/C + ΔΕ ~ l meV. Thus, C ~ 2.0 x 10~16 F,
Cdot = C - Cgate ~ 1.3 χ 10~
16
 F,3 and the parameter a = C
s&te/C ~ 0.35. In Fig. 11
we compare a calculation based on Eq. (24) with the experiment, taking the two-fold
spin-degeneracy of the energy levels into account [13]. The tunnel rates were taken to
increase by an cqual amount Q.027AE/h for each subsequent spin-degenerate level, at
equal Separation Δ .E = 0.1 meV. The capacitances were fixed at e2/C = 0.6 meV and
α = 0.25. These values are consistent with the crude estimates given above. The Fermi
energy was assumed to increase equally fast äs the energy of the highest occupied level
in the dot (cf. See. 2.1.). The temperature ränge shown in Fig. 11 is in the classical
regime (kBT > ΔΕ).
The resonant tunneling regime k^T < ΔΕ can be described qualitatively by Eq. (24),
äs shown in Fig. 12 for an isolated peak. The data was obtained for a different sample
(with Be doping) in the presence of a magnetic field of 6.7 T. The parameter values
2
 The estimated values for Cgate and L are consistent with what one would expcct for the mutual
capacitance of a length i of a wire of diameter W running in the middle of a gap of width Wi,th in a
metallic plane (the thickness of the AlGaAs layer between the gate and the 2DEG is small compared
to Wi,Ul): <?811(! ~ 47rei/2arccosh(Wi,th/W) ~ 0.9 χ 10-leF (see Ref. [57]).
3
 The mutual capacitance of dot and leads may be approximated by the self-capacitance of the dot,
which should be comparable to that of a two-dimensional circular disc of diameter L [57] Cdot ~
4eL ~ 1.4 χ 10~1GF, consistent with the estimate given in the text.
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used are Δ£ = 0 045 meV, e2/C = 0 53 meV, hT = 0 13 meV, and α = 0 27 A fully
quantitative theoretical descnption of the expenmental hneshapes in Fig 12 is not yet
possible, because the expenment is in the regime of intrmsically broadened resonances,
kgT < /ιΓ, for which the theory has not been worked out
The semi-quantitative agreement between theory and expenment in Figs 11 and 12,
for a consistent set of parameter values, and over a wide ränge of temperatuies, supports
oui Interpretation of the conductance oscillations äs Coulomb blockade oscillations in the
regime of comparable level spacmg and charging energies Note that e2/Cgate ~ 10ΔΕ,
so that irregularly spaced energy levels would not easily be discernable in the gate voltage
scans [cf Eq (18)] Such irregularities might nevertheless play a role m causmg peak
height vanations Some of the data (not shown) exhibits beating patterns [12, 13], similai
to those reported in Refs [9] and [l 1] These are probably due to the presence of multiple
segments in the quantum wires [13] Coulomb-blockade oscillations m airays of tunnel
junctions in the classical regime have been studied by several authors [58, 59]
As an alternative explanation of the conductance oscillations lesonant tunnehng
of non-mteracting electrons has been pioposed [26, 27] There aie several compellmg
arguments for rejectmg this explanation (which apply to the experiments on a quantum
dot äs well äs to those on disordered quantum wires) Fustly, for resonant tunnehng the
oscillations would be irregularly spaced, due to the non-umform distnbution of the bare
energy levels [cf Eq (20)] This is m contradiction with the expenmental obseivations
[11] Secondly [12], m the absence of charging effects the measured activation energy
of the conductance mmima would imply a level spacmg ΔΕ ~ l meV Smce the Feimi
energy Er in a typical narrow channel is about 5 meV, such a laige level spacmg would
restnct the possible total numbei of oscillations in a gate voltage scan to Ε
Γ
/ΔΕ ~ 5,
considerably less than the number seen expenmentally [9, 12] Thirdly, one would expect
a spin-sphtting of the oscillations by a stiong magnetic field, which is not obseived [11]
Finally, the facts that no oscillations are found äs a function of magnetic field [11, 12]
and that the spm-splitting does not occui all but mle out resonant tunnehng of non-
mteracting elections äs an explanation of the oscillations äs a function of gate voltage
3.3. Relation to earlier work on disordered quantum wires
The disordered quantum wires discussed m this chaptei exhibit penodic conductance
oscillations äs a function of gate voltage The effect has been seen in election and
hole gases m Si [9, 11, 14] and in the election gas m GaAs [10, 12, 13] In contiast,
previous work by Fowler et al [60] and by Kwasmck et al [61] on nairow mveision and
accumulation layers in Si has produced shaip but apenodic conductance peaks How
are these observations to be reconciled? We surmise that the explanation is to be found
m the different strength and spatial scale of the potential fluctuations in the wire, äs
illustrated in Fig 13
Coulomb-blockade oscillations lequne a small number of large potential spikes, so
that a smgle segment limits the conductance (Fig 13a) The random conductance fluc-
tuations seen previously [60, 61] are thought mstead to be due to vanable lange hoppmg
between a large number of locahzed states, distnbuted landomly along the length of the
channel (Fig 13b) [62]-[64] No segment contammg a laige numbei of states (locahzed
within the same region) is present in the potential of Fig 13b, m contrast to the Situation
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Figure 13. (a) Coulomb-blockade oscillations occur in a disordered quantum wire äs a result of the
formation of a conductance limiting segment which contains many localized states. (b) Random con-
ductance fluctuations due to variable ränge hopping between localized states (indicated by dashes) are
found in the absence of such a Segment.
shown in Fig. 13a. At large Fermi energy a transition eventually occurs to the diffusive
transport regime in either type of wire. Both the regulär Coulomb-blockade oscillations,
and the random conductance peaks due to variable ränge hopping are then replaced by
"universal" conductance fluctuations caused by quantum interference [65, 66].
Fowler et al. [67] have also studied the conductance of much shorter channels than
in Ref. [60] (0.5 μηι long, and l μηι wide). In such channels they found well-isolated
conductance peaks, which were temperature independent below 100 mK, and which were
attributed to resonant tunneling. At very low temperatures a fine structure (some of it
time-dependent) was observed. A numerical Simulation [68] of the temporal fluctuations
in the distribution of electrons among the available sites also showed fine structure if
the time scale of the fluctuations is short compared to the measurement time, but large
compared to the tunnel time. It is possible that a similar mechanism causes the fine
structure on the Coulomb-blockade oscillations in a disordered quantum wire (cf. Fig. 11).
There have also been experimental studies of the eifect of a strong magnetic field on
variable ränge hopping [69] and on resonant tunneling through single impurity states [70].
We briefly discuss the work on resonant tunneling by Kopley et al. [70], which is more
closely related to the subject of this chapter. They observed large conductance peaks
in a Si Inversion layer under a split gate. Below the 200 nm wide slot in the gate the
Inversion layer is interrupted by a potential barrier. Pronounced conductance peaks were
seen at 0.5 K äs the gate voltage was varied in the region close to threshold. The peaks
were attributed to resonant tunneling through single impurity states in the Si bandgap
in the barrier region. The lineshape of an isolated peak could be fitted with the Breit-
Wigner formula [Eq. (35)]. The amplitude of most peaks was substantially suppressed
on applying a strong magnetic field. This was interpreted äs a reduction of the tunnel
rates because of a reduced overlap between the wavefunctions on the (asymmetrically
placed) impurity and the reservoirs. The amplitude of one particular peak was found to
be unaffected by the field, indicative of an impurity which is placed symmetrically in the
barrier (ΓΓ = Γ1). The width of that peak was reduced, consistent with a reduction of Γ.
This study therefore exhibits many characteristic features of resonant tunneling through
a single localized site. Yet, one would expect Coulomb interactions of two electrons on
the site to be important, and indeed they might explain the absence of spin-splitting
of the peaks in a strong magnetic field [70]. Theoretical work indicates that Coulomb
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mteractions also modify the hneshape of a conductance peak [68, 71] The expenmental
evidence [63, 67, 69, 70] is not conclusive, however
4. Quantum Hall effect regime
4.1. The Aharonov-Bohm effect in a quantum dot
The Aharonov-Bohm effect is a quantum mterference effect which results fiom the
influence of the vector potential on the phase of the electron wavefunction Aharonov
and Bohm [72] ongmally considered the influence of the vector potential on elections
confined to a multiply-connected region (such äs a ring), withm which the magnetic field
is zero The ground state eneigy of the System is penodic in the enclosed flux with
peiiod h/e, äs a consequence of gauge mvanance Coulomb repulsion does not affect this
penodicity
In the solid state, the Ahaionov Bohm effect mamfests itself äs a penodic oscillation
m the conductance of a sample äs a function of an applied magnetic field B A well-defined
penodicity requires that the conductmg paths through the sample enclose a constant
area A, perpendicular to B The penodicity of the oscillations is then Δ.Β = h/eA, plus
possibly haimonics (e g at h/2eA) The constant aiea may be imposed by confining the
electrons electiostatically to a ring 01 to a cylmdrical film [73, 74]
Entirely new mechamsms foi the Aharonov-Bohm effect become opeiative in strong
magnetic fields m the quantum Hall effect regime These mechamsrns do not require a
ring geometry, but apply to singly-connected geometnes such äs a point contact [75] or
a quantum dot [28, 29] As discussed below, these geometnes behave äs if they were
multiply connected, because of circulating edge states Resonant tunnehng through
these states leads to magnetoconductance oscillations with a fundamental penodicity
AB = h/eA, governed by the addition to the dot of a smgle quantum of magnetic flux
h/e
An essential diffeience with the original Ahaionov-Bohm effect is that m these ex
penments the magnetic field extends mto the conductmg legion of the sample Since
the penodicity is now no longer constramed by gauge invanance, this opens up the pos-
sibihty, m prmciple, of an influence of Coulomb lepulsion We will discuss in the next
subsection that the Ahaionov-Bohm effect may indeed be suppressedby chaiging effects
[30] In this subsection we will first introduce the case of neghgible chaiging effects in
some detail
If one applies a magnetic field B to a metal, then the electrons move with constant
velocity uy in a direction paiallel to B, and m a circulai cyclotion oibit with tangential
velocity i>j_ in a plane perpendiculai to B The cyclotion fiequency is wc = eB/ni, and
the cyclotion ladms is lcyc\ — Wj./o;c Quantization of the penodic cyclotion motion m a
strong magnetic field leads to the foimation of Landau levels
En(k}}) = En + - , (37)
En = (n- \)fiwc , (38)
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Figure 14. Measurement configuration for the two-terminal resistance R2t, the four-terminal Hall rc-
sistance jf?n, and the longitudinal resistance ÄL. The NL edge channels at the Fermi level are indicated,
arrows point in the direction of motion of edge channels filled by the source contact at chemical po-
tential Ef + δμ. The current Ν^εδμ/h is equipartitioned among the edge channels at the upper edge,
corresponding to the case of local equilibrium. Localized states in the bulk do not contribute to the
conductance. The resulting resistances are Ä2t = RH = h/N^e2, RL = 0. (From Beenakker and Van
Houten [8].)
labeled by the Landau level index n = l, 2 , . . . . In a field of 10 T (which is the strengest
field that is routinely available), the Landau level Separation Ηω
ε
 is about l meV (for
m = m
e
). Consequently, in a metal the number of occupied Landau levels NL ~ Ep/Tiüjc
is a large number, of order 1000. Even so, magnetic quantization effects are important
at low temperatures, since HUJC > k^T for T < 10 K. A familiär example is formed by
the Shubnikov-De Haas oscillations in the magnetoresistance, which are caused by peaks
in the density of states at the encrgies En which coincide with E-p for successive values
of n äs B is varied.
Because of the free motion along B, the density of states in a metal does not vanish at
energies between two Landau levels. Consequently, in metals magnetic quantum effects
are relatively small. The Situation is different in a 2DEG. Here the energy spectrum of
the electrons becomes fully discrete in a strong perpendicular magnetic field, since no
free translational motion parallel to B is possible. The vanishing of the density of states
between Landau levels is at the origin of the pronounced magnetic quantum effects in
a 2DEG. Well known is the integer quantum Hall effect, characterized by a vanishing
longitudinal resistance J?L and a quantized Hall resistance R\\ at values of h/N^e2. The
distinction between a longitudinal and Hall resistance is topological (see Fig. 14): A
four-terminal resistance measurement gives RH if current and voltage contacts alternate
along the boundary of the conductor, and RL if that is not the case. There is no need
to further characterize the contacts in the case of local equilibrium at the edge (in the
opposite case the Hall resistance may take on anomalous values [8]). Frequently, the
resistance of a sample is measured using only two contacts (which then act both äs
current and äs voltage probes). In the quantum Hall effect regimc, the two-terminal
resistance Ä2t — R\i + RL = RH is quantized at the same value äs the Hall resistance.
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The Fermi energy in a 2DEG is quite small (10 meV m conventional samples, l raeV
for samples with a very low density n
s
 ~ 1010 cm~2) Smce, m addition, the effective
mass is small, the extreme magnetic quantum hmit NI = l is accessible This is the realm
of the fractional quantum Hall effect, studied in high mobihty samples at milh-Kelvin
temperatures, and of the Wigner crystallization of the 2DEG Both phenomena are due
to electron-electron mteractions m a strong magnetic field This chapter is hmited to
the mtegei quantum Hall effect
To the extent that broadening of the Landau levels by disordei can be neglected,
the density of states (per umt area) in an unbounded 2DEG can be approximated by a
series of delta functions,
eB °°
p(E) = g
s
g
v
 — £ δ(Ε - Ε
η
) (39)
n
 n=l
The spin-degeneracy g
s
 is removed m strong magnetic fields äs a result of the Zeeman
Splitting gßßB of the Landau levels (μ^ = eh/2m
e
 denotes the Bohl magneton, the
Lande g—factor is a comphcated function of the magnetic field in these Systems [76])
In the modern theory of the quantum Hall effect [77], the longitudmal and Hall
conductance (measured usmg two paus of current contacts and voltage contacts) are
expressed in terms of the transmission probabihties between the contacts foi electronic
states at the Fermi level When Ey lies between two Landau levels, these states are edge
states extended along the boundaiies (Fig 14) Edge states aie the quantum mechamcal
analogue of skippmg orbits of electrons undeigomg repeated specular reflections at the
boundary [8] For a smooth confimng potential V(r), the edge states are extended along
equipotentials of V at the guiding center eneigy EQ, defined by
EG=E-(n- i)ftwc , (40)
foi an election with energy E in the n-ih Landau level (n =1,2 , ) The confimng
potential should be sufficiently smooth that it does not induce transitions between differ-
ent values of n This requires that l
m
V ζ, ftu;
c
, with /
m
 Ξ (ft/ef?)1/2 the magnetic length
(which plays the role of the wave length in the quantum Hall effect regime) Smce the
lowest Landau level has the largest guiding center energy, the coirespondmg edge state
is located closest to the boundaiy of the sample, whercas the higher Landau levels are
situated further towards its centei
In an open System, the singlc-electron levels with quantum numbei n foim a 1D
subband with subband bottom at E
n
 = (n — ^ )huj
c
 These 1D subbands are leferred to
äs edge channels Each of the NI ~ Ep/hu>c edge channcls at the Fermi level contributes
2e2//i to the Hall conductance if backscattenng is suppiessed This happens whenever
the Feimi level is located between two bulk Landau levels, so that the only states at
Er are those extended along the boundanes Backscatteimg then lequires tiansitions
between edge states on opposite boundanes, which are usually fai apait In a very narrow
channel, the Hall conductance may deviate fiom its quantized value Nie2/h (and the
longitudmal lesistance may become non zero) due to tunnehng between opposite edges
— a piocess that is stiongly enhanced by disordei m the channel The leason is that
locahzed states at the Feimi energy may act äs inteimediate Sites in a tunnehng piocess
from one edge to the other We will come back to this pomt at the end of the section
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Figure 15. Energy spectrum of a quantum dot with a harmonic confining potential äs a function of
magnetic field, according to Eq. (41). Spin-splitting is neglected.
In a closed System, such äs a quantum dot, the energy spectrum is fully discrete (for
EQ less than the height E-Q of the tunnel barriers which connect the dot to the leads).
An example which can be solved exactly is a quantum dot defined by a 2D harmonic
oscillator potential V (r) = ^mui^r2. The energy spectrum is given by [78, 79]
Enm = \(n - ιη)Ηω,. + (n + m - 1), n, m = l, 2, . (41)
Each level has a two-fold spin-degeneracy, which is gradually lifted äs B is increased. For
simplicity, we do not take the spin degree of freedom into account. The energy spectrum
(41) is plotted in Fig. 15. The asymptotes corresponding to the first few Landau levels
are clearly visible.
In the limit WQ/WC —> 0 of a smooth potential and a fairly strong magnetic field,
Eq. (41) reduces to
(42)Enm = ft
which may also be written äs
Enm = (n - i)7iwc + V(Ram), = m )-
e
(43)
with 7„ = n — 1. Equation (43) is equivalent to the requirement that the equipotential
of the edge state, of radius Rnm, encloses m + 7„ flux quanta. This geometrical require-
ment holds generally for smooth confining potentials, in view of the Bohr-Sommerfeld
quantization rule
(44)
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The canonically conjugate variables P and Q, in the present case, are proportional to
the guiding center coordinates R = (X, Y), defined by
X = x-vy/wc, (45)
Y = y + v
x
/u>
c
, (46)
in terms of the position r = ( x , y ) and velocity v = (v
x
,vy) of the electron. If one
identifies Q = Χ, Ρ Ξ eBY, one can verify the canonical commutation relation [Q, P] =
ih (using mv = p + eA, [x,p
x
] = [y,py] = Ά, \py,Ax] - \px,Ay] = ΪΜ3}. The Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantization rule thus becomes
Φ = Β$ΥάΧ = ^(ηι +
 Ίη
), (47)
which is the requircment that the flux Φ enclosed by the guiding center drift is quantized
in units of the flux quantum. To close the argument, we compute the guiding center drift
R = 5~2E(r) χ B ~ £?~2E(R) χ B, in the approximation that the electric field E does
not vary strongly over the cyclotron radius | r — R |. In this case of a smoothly varying V,
the motion of R is along equipotentials at the guiding center energy EQ — E — (n — ^ )hw
c
.
The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule can thus be written in the general form
E
nm
 = (n- ±)hu>
c
 + EG(n, m) , (48)
where Ες(η, m) is the energy of the equipotential which encloses m + ^
n
 flux quanta. For
the harmonic oscillator potential, 7„ = n — 1. For other smooth confining potentials "f
n
may be different. (Knowledge of j„ is not important if one only considers states within
a single Landau level.)
Equation (48) does not hold for a hard-wall confining potential. An exact solution
exists in this case for a circular disc [80] of radius R, defined by V (r) = 0 for r < R,
and V(r) — oo for r > R. The case of a square disc was studicd numerically by Sivan
et al. [29]. In Fig. 16a we show the energy spectrum äs a function of B for the circular
disc. (Fig. 16b is discussed in the following subsection.) The asymptotes correspond
to the bulk Landau levels En = (n - |)ftwc. The first two Landau levels (n = 1,2)
are visible in Fig. 16a. The states between the Landau levels are edge states, which
extend along the perimeter of the disc. These circulating edge states make the geometry
effectively doubly connected — in the sense that they enclose a well-defined amount of
flux. Resonant tunneling through these states is the mechanism leading to the Aharonov-
Bohm magnetoconductance oscillations in a quantum dot.
Threc cases of interest are illustrated in Fig. 17. In a streng magnetic field, only
edge states with n = l corresponding to the first Landau level are occupied (Fig. 17a).
As the field is reduced, also the second Landau level, n = 2, is occupied, äs indicated
in Fig. 17b. Tunneling through the quantum dot still occurs predominantly through
the n = l edge states, which have the largest tunnel probability through the barriers.
If the height E-& of the potential barriers is reduced, the n = l edge states near the
Fermi level may have EQ > EB, so that they form an extended edge channel. The edge
states with n > l may still have EQ < Eß, and remain bound in the dot äs before. As
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Figure 16. Comparison of the energy levels in a disc and a ring, (a) Circular hard-wall disc (after
Geerinckx et al. [80]). (b) Circular channel or ring of width W < l
m
 (after Büttiker et al. [81]). The
levels in (b) are plotted relative to the energy of the bottom of the one-dimensional subband in the
channel. The case W > /m is qualitatively the same äs long äs the area 5 of the annulus is much smaller
than the area A. Spin-splitting is disregarded. (From Beenakker et al. [30].)
illustrated in Fig. 17c, resonant tunneling now occurs predominantly through the edge
states belonging to the second Landau level.
In the quantum Hall effect regime scattering between edge channels can be neglected
on length scales comparable to the diameter of the dot [82] (this is known äs adiabatic
transport [8]). The edge channels may then be treated äs independent parallel conduction
paths. The edge channels with EQ > EQ contribute e2/h to the conductance. Resonant
tunneling through the edge states with EQ < EQ gives an oscillating contribution to the
conductance of the quantum dot äs a function of magnetic field. The periodicity of the
conductance oscillations can be deduced from the result (48) for the edge state energy
spectrum. Resonant tunneling from the reservoir with Fermi energy E? into an edge
state in the quantum dot is possible when Ep = Enm for certain quantum numbers n
and m. For the edge states in the n-th Landau level the condition for resonant tunneling
is that the equipotential at the guiding center energy EQ = E-p — (n — |)ftwc should
enclose m + 7„ flux quanta, for some integer m. Let A(B) denote the (magnetic field
dependent) area of the equipotential at energy EQ. The m-th conductance peak occurs
at a magnetic field Bm determined by BmA(Bm) — (hje)(m + 7„). The periodicity
Δ.Β = B
m+i — Bm of the conductance oscillations from the n-th Landau level is obtained
by expanding A(B] around B
m
,
1-1
(49)
The effective area A
e
y(B) can differ substantially from the geometrical area A(B) in
the case of a smooth confining potential [28]. The magnetoconductance oscillations are
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Figure 17. Aharonov-Bohm raagnetoconductance oscülations may occur due to resonant tunnelmg
through circulatmg edge states Tunnelmg paths are mdicated by dashed lines (a) Only the first
Landau level is occupied If the capacitance of the dot is sufficiently small, the Coulomb blockade
suppresses the Aharonov Bohm oscillations (b) Two L<mdau levels are occupied Resonant tunnelmg
through the dot occurs predommantly through the first (outer) Landau level The Aharonov-Bohm
effect is not suppressed by the chargmg energy (c) Two Landau levels are occupied, one of which is
fully transmitted Smce the number of clectrons in the dot is not discretized, no Coulomb blockade of
the Aharonov-Bohm effect is cxpected
approximately periodic m B if the change in Aeir(B) m one penod AB is much smaller
than the effective area itself Smce the change in Ae^ is of oider h/eB pei period,
while Aeff ~ mh/eB, approximately periodic oscillations occur foi m 3> l This is the
Aharonov-Bohm effect m the quantum Hall regime, fiist observed by Van Wees et al
[28] Their expenmental results (reproduced in Fig 18) correspond to the Situation of
Fig 17c with one (or more) fully transmitted edge channels
We close this subsection by mentionmg that resonant backscatteung (01 resonant
reflection) can cause similai Aharonov-Bohm oscillations äs those caused by lesonant
transmission Resonant backscattermg may occui via a locahzed state bound on a po-
tential maximum, created artificially (foi example in a ring) or created by the presence
of disorder [83] The mechamsm is illustrated in Fig 19 Resonant backscattermg leads
to a penodic suppression of the conductance, in contiast to the periodic enhancement
considered above
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Figure 18. Magnetoconductance of a quantum dot in the 2DEG of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure of
1.5 μηι diameter, with point contacts at entrance and exit serving äs tunnel barriers. The temperature is
30 mK. (a) and (b) Aharonov-Bohm magnetoconductance oscillations due to resonant tunneling through
bound states belonging to the third (spin-split) edge channel. The first two (spin-split) Landau levels are
fully transmitted (cf. Fig. 17c). (c) Resonant tunneling through bound states belonging to the second
(spin-split) edge channel. The first (spin-split) edge channel is fully transmitted. (From Van Wees et
al. [28].)
Figure 19. A circulating edge state bound on a local potential maximum causes resonant backscatter-
ing, thereby providing an alternative mechanism for Aharonov-Bohm magnetoconductance oscillations.
(From Beenakker and Van Houten [8].)
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4.2. Coulomb blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm effect
Single-electron tunneling is governed by the transport of a single quantum of charge
e. The Aharonov-Bohm effect is governed by the flux quantum h/e. The present subsec-
tion addresses the interplay of these two quanta of nature in the integer quantum Hall
effect regime.
In the previous subsection we have discussed how resonant tunneling through circu-
lating edge states can lead to magnetoconductance oscillations in a quantum dot with a
well-defined periodicity AB, similar to the usual Aharonov-Bohm effect in a ring. There
is, however, an essential difference between the two geometries if only a single Landau
level is occupied [30]. In each period AB the number of states below a given energy in-
creases by one in a dot — but stays constant in a ring. As a result, the Aharonov-Bohm
oscillations in the magnetoconductance of a quantum dot are accompanied by an increase
of the charge of the dot by one elementary charge per period. That is of no consequence
if the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons can be neglected, but becomes important if
the dot has a small capacitance C to the reservoirs, since then the electrostatic energy
e
2/C associated with the incremental charging by single electrons has to be taken into
account.
Following Ref. [30], we analyze this problem by combining the results reviewed in
the previous sections. We apply Eq. (12) to the energy spectrum shown in Fig. 16a. We
consider here only the edge states from the lowest (spin-split) Landau level, so that the
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations have a single periodicity. This corresponds to the strong-
magnetic field limit. The magnetic field dependence of the edge states can be described
approximately by a sequence of equidistant parallel lines,
AE
Ep = constant - -7-^(0 - p AB), (50)
L\ß
see Fig. 16a. For a circular quantum dot of radius R with a hard-wall confining potential,
one can estimate [29] AB ~ h/eA and AE ~ hu>clm/2R. For a smooth confining
potential V(r) (with lmV <fajjc) one has instead the estimates AB ~ (h/e)[A(B) +
BA'(B)}-1 ~ (h/eA)[l - hwc/RV'(R)}-1 [28], and AE ~ h/τ ~ llV(R)/R, where
A(B) is the area enclosed by the equipotential of radius R at the guiding center energy
V (R) = E - iftw
c
 (cf. Eq. (40) for n = l). [The estimate for ΔΕ results from the
correspondence between the level spacing and the period τ of the classical motion along
the equipotential, with guiding-center-drift velocity V'(R)/eB.]
On Substitution of Eq. (50) into Eq. (12), one finds the condition
^;} = -r-=BN + Er + constant (51)G J Aß
for the magnetic field value B'# of the JV-th conductance peak. The J5-dependencc of the
reservoir Fermi energy can be neglected in Eq. (51) in the case of a hard-wall confining
potential (since dEF/dB ss Τιω^/Β < AE/AB). The periodicity Δβ* = BN+1 - BN of
the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations is thus given by
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[In the case of a smooth confining potential, the term AB in the enhancement factor of
Eq. (52) should be replaced by the term ΔΒ[1 + (ΑΒ/ΑΕ)(άΕ
ΐ
·/άΒ)}~1 ~ h/eA, under
the assumption that the Fermi energy in the reservoir is pinned to the lowest Landau
level, i.e. Ep = ^hw
c
.\ We conclude from Eq. (52) that the charging energy enhances the
spacing of two subsequent peaks in G versus B by a factor l + e2/CAE. The periodicity
of the magnetoconductance oscillations is lost if AB* becomes so large that the linear
approximation (50) for Ep(B) breaks down. Since Eq. (50) holds at most over an energy
ränge of the Landau level Separation hu>c, this suppression of the Aharonov-Bohm eifert
occurs when (AE/AB)AB* > hu>c, i.e. when e2/C > Ηώ,..
The Aharonov-Bohm oscillations with bare periodicity AB — h/eA are recovered if
one makes a hole in the disc, which is sufficiently large that the area S of the conducting
region is much smaller than the enclosed area A. The inner perimeter of the resulting
ring supports a second set of edge states, which travel around the ring in opposite
direction äs the first set of edge states at the outer perimeter. We compare in Fig. 16 the
energy spectrum for a disc [80] and a ring [81]. The two sets of clockwise and counter-
clockwise propagating edge states in a ring are distinguished by the opposite sign of
dEp/dB, i.e. of the magnetic moment. Each set of edge states leads to oscillations in
the magnetoconductance of a ring with the same period AB, but shifted in phase (and
in general with different amplitude, because the edge states at the inner perimeter have
a smaller tunneling probability to the reservoir than those at the outer perimeter). The
charging energy does not modify AB in a ring, because
EP(B) = EP(B + AB) (ring) .
In a disc, in contrast, one has according to Eq. (50),
EP(B) = Ep+l(B + AB) (disc) .
To illustrate the difference, we compare in Fig. 20 for disc and ring the renormalized
energy levels E* [defined in Eq. (12)]. The effect of the charging energy in a ring is to
open an energy gap of magnitude e2/C in E*. This gap will not affect the conductance
oscillations äs a function of B (at constant or slowly varying Ep). A controlled exper-
imental demonstration of the influence of Coulomb repulsion on the AB effect may be
obtained in a System which can be transformed from a disc into a ring. What we have
in mind is a geometry such äs shown in Fig. 21, which has an additional gate within
the gates shaping the disc. By applying a negative voltage to this additional gate one
depletes the central region of the quantum dot, thereby transforming it into a ring. In
order to estimate the mutual capacitance C between the undepleted quantum disc and
the adjacent 2DEG reservoirs, we note that only a circular strip of width /m and radius
R along the circumference of the disc contributes to C. The central region of the dot is
incompressible in the quantum Hall effect regime, and thus behaves äs a dielectric äs far
äs the electrostatics is concerned. The capacitance C contains contributions from the
self-capacitance of this strip äs well äs from its capacitance to the gate. (We assume that
the gate is electrically connected to the 2DEG reservoirs.) Both contributions are of Or-
der eR, with a numerical prefactor of order unity which depends only logarithmically on
the width of the strip and the Separation to the gate [57] (e is the dielectric constant). A
dot radius of l μπι yields a charging energy e2/C ~ l meV for e ~ lOeo. This exceeds the
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Figure 20. Renormalized energy levels, defined by Eq. (12), corresponding to the bare energy levels
shown in Fig. 16. (From Beenakker et al. [30].)
Figure 21. Schematic layout of a semiconductor nanostructure proposed to demonstrate the Coulomb
blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm effect in a quantum dot, and its recovery upon transformation of the
device into a ring (by applying a negative voltage to the central gate). (From Beenakker et al. [30].)
level Separation Δ.Ε ~ hwJ
m
/2R ~2x 1CT5 eV(T/£) at a field of a few T. A significant
increase of the frequency of the AB oscillations should thus be observable on depletion
of the central region of the dot, even for a relatively large radius of l μηι. Το observe a
füll suppression of the AB effect in a sub-micron disc with e2/C > ftwc, and its recovery
on transformation to a ring, would be an ultiraate test of the theory [30] reviewed here.
The difference between a ring and a disc disappears if more than a single Landau
level is occupied in the disc. This occurs in the upper-left-hand corner in Fig. 16a. The
energy spectrum in a disc now forms a mesh pattern which is essentially equivalent to
that in a ring (Fig. 16b). There is no Coulomb-blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm effect
in such a case [32], äs discussed below.
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Figure 22. Effect of a magnetic field on the height and position of a conductance peak in a quantum
dot in a GaAs-AlGaAs hetcrostructure, of the design shown in Fig. 2b. The temperature is 100 mK.
Inset: Coulomb-blockade oscillations äs a function of gate voltage, for B = 3 T. (From McEuen et al.
[32].)
4.3. Experiments on quantum dots
We propose that the observation in a quantum dot of Aharonov-Bohm magnetocon-
ductance oscillations by Van Wees et al. [82] was made possible by the presence of one
or more extended edge channels, äs in Fig. 17c (all of the succesful observations were,
to our knowledge, made for G > e2/h). In the presence of extended states the charge on
the dot varies continuously, so that the Coulomb blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm effect
discussed above is not operative. A direct experimental test of this Interpretation would
be desirable. This could be done by repeating the experiment in different magnetic field
regimes, both with and without the presence of an extended edge channel.
Even if the magnetoconductance oscillations are suppressed, it is still possible to
observe Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the conductance äs a function of gate voltage
(at fixed magnetic field). Previous observations of conductance oscillations äs a function
of gate voltage which were not observed äs a function of B have been attributed to the
Aharonov-Bohm effect [84, 85], but might well have been Coulomb-blockade oscillations
instead.
An extended edge channel is one way to remove the Coulomb blockade of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect. A second circulating edge channel in the quantum dot is an-
other way, exploited by McEuen et al. [32] They observed conductance oscillations both
äs a function of gate voltage and äs a function of magnetic field in a quantum dot of
the design shown in Fig. 2b. Their main experimental results are reproduced in Fig. 22.
The trace of conductance versus gate voltage at B — 3 T (Fig. 22, inset) exhibits the
Coulomb-blockade oscillations, with an approximately constant periodicity. The main
curves in Fig. 22 show that the height and position of a particular peak vary with B in a
striking fashion. In the region between 2.5 and 3.5 T the peak height is periodically sup-
pressed by äs much äs an order of magnitude, while the position of the peak oscillates
synchronously around a slowly varying background. In this field regime two Landau
levels are occupied in the dot, äs in Fig. 17b, the lowest of which is spin-degenerate.
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Figure 23. Close-up of the energy spectrum of Fig. 15 (after McEuen et al. [32]). The heavy line
indicates the energy of the highest occupied state for a fixed nuraber (23) of electrons in the dot. In
each period of the saw-tooth a single electron is transferred from the second Landau level (rising lines)
to the first (falling lines).
These observations have been explained by McEuen et al. in terms of the theory
of Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the resonant tunncling regime. The one-electron
energy spectrum in the ränge of two occupied Landau levels is shown in Fig. 23 (for
the case of a parabolic confining potential, cf. Fig. 15). The experiment is pcrformed at
100 mK, which is presumably in the resonant tunneling regime k^T < Δ.Ε. Thus, only
a single state participates in the conduction through the dot. As indicated in Fig. 23
(heavy linc), this state belongs alternatingly to the first and the second Landau level
(corresponding, respectively, to the falling and rising line Segments of the sawtooth in
Fig. 23). Thus, the tunncl rate into this state is alternatingly large and small. The
periodic suppression of the peak height seen in Fig. 22 directly reflects this difference in
tunnel rates.
According to Eqs. (12) and (14), the gate voltage of the 7V-th peak shifts with B
according to
d(EN-EF)
dB
(53)
with α defined in Eq. (17). McEuen et al. determined a from the temperature dependence
of the peak width, and neglected the change in Εγ with B, äs well äs the difference
between the electrostatic potential 0gate and the measured electrochemical potential V^ate.
The measured shift of the peak position with B (see Fig. 22) then directly yields the shift
in energy of E^. In this way they were able to map out the one-electron spectrum of the
dot (Fig. 24). (To arrive at the bare energy spectrum a constant charging energy e2/C
was subtracted for each consecutive level.) The similarity of Figs. 23 and 24b is quite
convincing. An unexplained effect is the gap in the spectrum around 0.2 meV. Also, the
level spacing in the first Landau level (the vertical Separation between the falling lines in
Fig. 24b) appears to be two times smaller than that in the second Landau level (rising
lines). Although this might be related to spin-splitting [32], we feel that it is more likely
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Figure 24. (a) Peak position äs a function of magnetic field for a series of consecutive Coulomb-
blockade oscillations in a quantum dot with two occupied Landau levels. (b) Energy spectrum of the
dot obtained from the data in (a) after subtraction of the chargmg energy (From McEuen et al [32] )
that the assumption of a magnetic-field independent EF is not justified. If, äs should
be expected, EF is pinned to the second Landau level, then a piopei conection for the
Fermi level shift with B would lead to a clock-wise rotation of the entire level spectium
in Fig. 24b around (B, E) = (0,0). The agieement with the theoietical spectrum would
then improve.
Coulomb-blockade oscillations äs a function of gate voltage in the quantum Hall ef-
fect regime were studied by Williamson et al. [17] in a quantum dot of the dcsign shown
in Fig. 2c. They found that the amplitude of the oscillations was stiongly enhanced com-
pared to zero field, whereas the period was not much affected. (A similar enhancement of
the amplitude h äs been seen in disordered quantum wiies, and possible explanations aie
discussed below.) Representative traces of conductance versus gate voltage at zero field
and for B = 3.75 T are repioduced in Fig. 25. The oscillations in the piesence of a field
are quite spectacular, of amplitude comparable to e2/h. These experiments are in the
regime where the conductance of the individual barriers approaches e2/h äs well, and
viitual tunneling processes may be important. Experimentally, the conductance min-
ima are not exponentially suppressed (see Fig. 25), even though the temperature was
low (100 mK). In addition, the conductance maxima in the zeio-field trace exceed e2/h.
These observations are also indicative of virtual tunneling processes [53, 54]. Finally, we
would like to draw attention to the slow beating seen in the amplitude of the oscillations
at zero field, which is suppiessed at B — 3.75 T. Instead, a weak doublet-hke stiuctuie
becomes visible, reminiscent of that reported by Staring et al. [12] for a disordered quan-
tum wire in a stiong magnetic field (see Fig. 26), discussed below. Fuither expeiimental
and theoretical work is needed to understand these intriguing effects of a magnetic field.
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Figure 25. Effect of a magnetic field on the conductance oscillations in a quantum dot in a GaAs-
AlGaAs heterostructure, with a geometry äs in Fig. 2c. The temperature is 50 mK. This is an cfFective
two-terminal conductance (obtained from a four-terminal conductance measurement, with the voltage
measured diagonally across the dot [8, page 183].) (From Williamson et al. [17].)
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Figure 26. Effect of a magnetic field on the Coulomb-blockade oscillations a disordered quantum wire
(äs in Fig. 11), at 50 mK. Insets: Fourier transforms of the data, with the vertical axes of the curves at
0 T and 7.47 T magnified by a factor 2.5, relative to the curves at 2.62 T and 5.62 T. (From Staring et
al. [12].)
4.4. Experiments on disordered quantum wires
The effect of a parallel and perpendicular magnetic field on the conductance os-
cillations in a narrow channel in a Si Inversion layer has been studied by Field et al.
[11]. Staring et al. [12, 13] investigated the effect of a perpendicular field on disordered
quantum wires in the 2DEG of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure. Some of the data is
reproduced in Fig. 26. The Fourier transforms of the traces of conductance versus gate
voltage (insets) demonstrate aß - independent dominant frequency of 450 V"1. Curi-
ously, äs the magnetic field is increased a second peak in the Fourier transform emerges
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at about half the dominant frequency. This second peak corresponds to an amplitude
modulation of the peaks, äs is most clearly seen in the trace at 5.62 T where high and
low peaks alternate in a doublet-like structure. This feature is characteristic of this par-
ticular sample. Other channels showed different secondary effects, such äs a much more
rapid oscillation superposed on the conductance trace for certain values of the magnetic
field [12]. It is likely that the presence of additional Segments in the wire plays a role.
The period 6Vsa.te ~ 2.2 mV of the dominant conductance oscillations is remarkably
insensitive to a strong magnetic field. Spin-splitting of the peaks was not observed, even
at the highest fields of 8 T. These qualitative observations agree with our Interpretation
of the effect äs Coulomb-blockade oscillations. In See. 3.2 we have already had occa-
sion to show that the temperature dependence of the lineshape of an isolated peak was
well accounted for by Eq. (24), for a set of parameter values consistent with zero-field
experiments.
The height of the conductance peaks is enhanced by a field of intermediate strength
(2 T < B < 6 T), followed by a decrease at strenger fields (B ~ 7.5 T). Also the width
of the peaks is reduced in a strong magnetic field. The largest isolated peaks (found
in a different sample [13]) approach a height of e2/ft, measured two-terminally. A sim-
ilar enhancement of the amplitude of the Coulomb-blockade oscillations by a magnetic
field was observed in a quantum dot [17] (see Fig. 25). One explanation is that the
inelastic scattering rate is reduced by a magnetic field. In the low-temperature regime
kßT < hr this makes the peaks higher and narrower (cf. See. 2.2). In a disordered quan-
tum wire the magnetic suppression of backscattering provides another mechanism for an
enhancement of the peak height because of the resulting reduction in series resistance
[13]. Additionally, the modulation of the Fermi level in the quantum Hall effect regime
may lead to a non-monotonic Variation with B of the transmission probability T ( E f ) ,
and thus presumably of the tunnel rates hT. The level degeneracy varies with B, be-
coming large when the Fermi energy coincides with a bulk Landau level in the dot. This
may also give rise to variations in the peak height [34]. These are tentative explanations
of the surprising magnetic field dependence of the amplitude of the Coulomb-blockade
oscillations, which remains to be elucidated.
We close this subsection by noting that Staring et al. [12] also measured magneto-
conductance traces at fixed gate voltage. In contrast to the gate voltage scans, these
exhibited irregulär structure only, with strong features corresponding to depopulation
of Landau levels. The absence of regulär oscillations constitutes the first experimental
evidence for the predicted [30] Coulomb blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
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Figure 27. (a) Schematic cross-section of the geometry studied in this appendix, consisting of a confined
rcgion ("quantum dot") weakly coupled to two electron reservoirs via tunnel barriers (hatched). (b)
Profile of the electrostatic potcntial energy (solid curve) along a line through the tunnel barriers. The
Fermi levels in the left and right reservoirs, and the discrete energy levels in the quantum dot are
indicated (dashed lines).
A. Conductance of a quantum dot coupled to two electron
reservoirs
Following the treatment by Beenakker [19], we derive in this appendix Eq. (24)
for the conductance of a confined region which is weakly coupled via tunnel barriers
to two electron reservoirs. The confined region, or "quantum dot", has single-elcctron
energy levels at Ep (p = 1,2,.. .), labeled in ascending order and measured relative to
the bottom of the potential well. Each level contains either one or zero electrons. Spin
degeneracy can be ircluded by counting each level twice, and other degeneracies can be
included similarly. Each reservoir is taken to be in thermal equilibrium at temperature T
and chemical potential Ep. A continuum of states is assumed in the reservoirs, occupied
according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution
i (E - EF) = [l + exp
E-EF
kT
-i
(54)
In Fig. 27 we show schematically a cross-section of the geometry, and the profile of the
electrostatic potential energy along a line through the tunnel barriers.
A current / can be passed through the dot by applying a potential difference V
betwecn the two reservoirs. The tunnel rate from level p to the left and right reser-
voirs in Fig. 27 is denoted by Fj, and Γ|,, respectively. We assume that both kT and
Δ.Ε are ^> h(Tl + F r) (for all levels participating in the conduction), so that the finite
width ΛΓ = /ι(Γ' + ΓΓ) of the transmission resonance through the quantum dot can be
disregarded. This assumption allows us to characterize the state of the quantum dot by
a set of occupation numbers, one for each energy level. (As discussed in See. 2.2, the
restriction kT, Δ .Ε ~^> ΙιΓ rcsults in the conductance being much smaller than the quan-
tum e 2 /h.) We also assume conservation of energy in the tunnel process, thus neglecting
contributions of higher order in Γ from tunneling via a virtual intermediate state in the
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quantum dot [54, 53] äs discussed in Chap. 6. We finally assume that inelastic scattering
takes place exclusively in the reservoirs — not in the quantum dot. The effect of inelastic
scattering in the quantum dot is considered in Ref. [19].
Energy conservation upon tunneling from an initial state p in the quantum dot
(containing ./V electrons) to a final state in the left reservoir at energy E{'1 (in excess of
the local electrostatic potential energy), requires that
Ef'\N) = Ep + U(N) - U(N - 1) + ηβΥ. (55)
Here η is the fraction of the applied voltage V which drops over the left barrier. (As we
will see, this parameter η drops out of the final expression for the conductance in linear
response.) The energy conservation condition for tunneling from an initial state E''] in
the left reservoir to a final state p in the quantum dot is
El>\N) = Ep + U(N + 1) - U(N) + ηεΥ, (56)
where [äs in Eq. (55)] ./V is the number of electrons in the dot before the tunneling event.
Similarly, for tunneling between the quantum dot and the right reservoir one has the
conditions
E!'T(N) = E„ + U(N) - U(N - 1) - (l - r?)eV, (57)
E>'T(N) = EP + U (N + 1) - U(N) - (l - η)βΥ, (58)
where E''T and Ef'r arc the energies of the initial and final states in the right reservoir.
The stationary current through the left barrier equals that through the right barrier,
and is given by
oo
1 = -«Σ Σ rJ,P({n,}) (S
np,0f(E'^(N) - Er)
P=l{n,}
-S
np<l[l-f(E(<\N)-EF)}). (59)
The second summation is over all realizations of occupation numbers {ni,U2, ...} =
{n,} of the energy levels in the quantum dot, each with stationary probability P({nt}).
(The numbers n, can take on only the values 0 and 1.) In equilibrium, this probability
distribution is the Gibbs distribution in the grand canonical ensemble:
i /oo \ i
— Σ>,η, + U(N) -NEF)\, (60)K1
 \t=i / J
where N = Σ, n,, and Z is the partition function,
(61)
{n,}
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The non-equilibrium probability distribution P is a stationary solution of the kinetic
equation
p({n,}) = 0 = - £ P({n,})6
npfl (rj,/(E"'(JV) - EF) + Γρ/(Ε^(Ν) - EF))
- Σ Λ{",})*»,,ι (Γ, [l - /(tf-'W - EP)] + Γ; [l - /(£f'r(
χ (rj, [l - f(Ef'\N + 1) - EF)] + Γ; [l - f(E{>r(N + 1) - EF)])
• Σ P(ni, . . . np_i, 0, np +i,.. .)6„pti
p
χ p/(E''r(JV - 1) - EF)) . (62)
The kinetic equation (62) for the stationary distribution function is equivalent to the set
of detailed balance equations (one for each p = 1,2,. . .)
P(
ni, . . . n,.!, l, np+i, . . .) (Γρ [l - f ( E f * ( N + 1) - EF)]
= P(m, . . . np_!, 0, np+1, . . .) (T}pf(E'\N) - Er) + Tp/(£;''r(7V) - EF)) , (63)
with the notation N = Σ1/Ρ"Ϊ·
A similar set of equations formed the basis for the work of Averin, Korotkov, and
Likharev on the Couiomb staircase in the non-linear I-V characteristic of a quantum dot
[34]. To simplify the solution of the kinetic equation, they assumed that the charging
energy e2 /C is much greater than the average level spacing ΔΕ. In this chapter we
restrict ourselves to the regime of linear response, appropriate for the Coulomb-blockade
oscillations. Then the conductance can be calculated exactly and analytically.
The (two-terminal) linear response conductance G of the quantum dot is defined äs
G — I/V in the limit V — > 0. To solve the linear response problem we substitute
(64)
into the detailed balance equation (63), and linearize with respect to V. One finds
Χ (Φ(
ηι
, . . . np_1 ; l, np+1, . . .)(Γρ + Γρ)[1 - f(e)} - [Γιρη - Γ'ρ(1 -
-P
e q(«i,...n p_i,0,n p +i,...)
x (Φ(
ηι
, . . . np_ l 5 Ο, ηρ+1, . . .)(Γρ + Fp)/(c) + [Γ]ρη - Γρ(1 - r/)]fcT/'(c)) , (65)
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where f ' ( e ) = df(e)/de, and we have abbreviated e = Ep + U (N + 1) - U(N) - EF.
Equation (65) can be simplified by making subsequently the substitutions
l ~ /W = /(e)ec/tT, (66)
Peq(ni, - . . np_i, l, np+i, . . . ) = ^«,("1,. - - n„_i, 0, np+l,.. .)e-(/tT, (67)
= -/(«O- (68)
The factors P
eq and / cancel, and one is left with the simple equation
Γ
Γ
Φ(«ι,...π
ρ
_ι,1,η
ρ +ι,...) = Φ(η 1 ; . . . n p_i,0,n p + i, . . .) + - p -η. (69)
p p
The solution is
Ά f Γ1, \
The constant first term in Eq. (70) takes care of the normalization of P to first order
in K, and need not be determined explicitly. Notice that the first order non-equilibrium
correction Φ to P
eq is ze.ro if η = Γ!
Γ/(Γ[ + Γ[) for all ι. This will happen in particular
for two identical tunnel barriers (when η = ^, Γ| = Γ[). Because of the symmetry of the
system, the distribution function then contains only terms of even order in V.
Now we are ready to calculate the current / through the quantum dot to first oider
in V. Linearization of Eq. (59), after Substitution of Eq. (64) for P, gives
ι
=
-
£1 Σ Σ rj,Pe,({n,}) (6
np^kTf'(e) + 6np,^kT f (e)
K1
 P {n,}
+ Φ({η,})ό
η
,,ο/(0 - Φ({η,})«
η
,,ι[1 - /(ΟΙ)
= Ύ Σ Σ ^pPeq({n,})6np,0f(Ep + U(N + 1) - U(N] ~ EF)
χ [77+ Φ(η1,...ηρ_ι,1,ηρ +ι,...) - Φ^, . . .ηρ_ι,0, ηρ+ι, - . .)]
P2V Γ1 ΓΓ
= -W Σ Σ ρΓΖΓΓΡ«,({η,})ί
η
,,ο/(^ + U(N + 1) - U(N) - EF). (71)
K1
 P {n,}1 P" 1" 1 P
In the second equality we have again made use of the identities (66)-(68), and in the
third equality we have substituted Eq. (69). Notice that the parameter η h äs dropped
out of the final expression for /.
We define the equilibrium probability distributions
= Σ ^ ((".Ife.z... = Σ (72)
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N) =
{n,}
:«Ρ -j^ Σ £.«.*» ΑΣ,-.' (73)
{n,} V Ä «=1 /
Here Ω(/ν) is the thermodynamic potential of the quantum dot, and F(N) is the free
energy of the internal degrees of freedom:
U (N) - NEF, (74)
(75)
.{n,} \ n"t 1=1
The function P
eq(N) is the probability that the quantum dot contains N electrons in
equilibrium; The function F
eq(Ep \ N) is the conditional probability in equilibrium that
Icvel p is occupied given that the quantum dot contains N electrons. In terms of these
distribution functions, the conductance G = I/V resulting from Eq. (71) equals
2 oo oo pl pr
G = £f Σ Σ ^Γ^Ρ^(Ν)(1 - F
eq(Ep \ N)}k
'
1
 p=l N=0 L p + L p
- EF). (76)
In view of Eqs. (66) and (67), Eq. (76) can equivalently be written in the form
2 oo oo pl pr
G
 = T^ Σ Σ pT-rf^eq(AOFeq(£p | N)
p=l /V=l i P ~"~ i p
x [l - f(Ep + U(N) - U(N - 1) - E F ) } . (77)
Redefining P
eq(N}Feq(Ep \ N) = Peq(N, np = 1) we find Eq. (24) äs it appeais in See. 2.2.
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